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Executive summary
1.1

Background

The economies of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania developed in close association
with the north-west region of the former Soviet Union. This is especially true for
energy supply systems and electricity generation and transmission; the Baltic
States depend on Russia for much of their primary energy needs, and export
power to Russia and Belarus.
In restructuring their electricity industries, the Baltic States hope to establish
closer relationships and trade with Western Europe. The initial focus has been on
changes to the legislative framework, industry restructuring and the establishment
of new regulatory institutions. Vertically integrated utilities are in the process of
being broken up into a number of separate generation, transmission and
distribution companies. This restructuring is a prelude to privatisation.
The states aim to establish a common power market among themselves, and hope
to integrate' this market with neighbouring (Nordic and European) markets.
Despite the target set by the Baltic authorities of a common market by 2001, there
is little clarity, as yet, on the framework and guidelines for the structure and
functioning of the market.
This process is supported by other players in the region, and the EU has recently
prioritised closer co-operation and harmonisation of power networks in the Baltic
Sea region. The Swedish National Energy Administration has identified cooperation on energy and environmental issues in the Baltic Sea region as one of its
priorities. Consequently, the Administration commissioned ECON to analyse the
conditions for closer linkages between the Baltic and Nordic electricity systems.
This report presents the findings of this analysis.

1.2

Problem statement

Much of the existing infrastructure in the Baltic States is now ageing and in need
of substantial rehabilitation. Existing generation capacity has a number of serious
environmental problems, and would be uneconomic under European standards of
safety and pollution control. While price reform has been initiated, additional
need for structural changes in tariffs are required, and there is a need to improve
the financial viability of the utilities. Perhaps most importantly, the close
associations with Russia and Belarus mean that any changes, particularly towards
a closer integration with Western Europe, require political agreement with Russia.

We use the term "integrate" to indicate closer links between the Baltic States and Nordic countries at the
level of investment and trade in electricity. In our use, the term does not necessarily imply the absorption
of the Baltic States into the Nordic electricity market.
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Given these constraints, it is clear that the process of creating a Baltic electricity
market, and integrating this with neighbouring European markets, is not
straightforward. If progress towards both these goals is to be made, it is necessary
to identify the key conditions that must be fulfilled before such progress can be
made. The principle objective of this study is to identify these conditions. Our
approach has entailed a three-step process:
• Firstly, an overview was undertaken of the Baltic energy and electricity
supply systems in terms of generation capacity, energy resources and cost
and price developments.
• As a second step, future developments in the electricity supply system for
the Baltic States were analysed, focussing on supply and demand forecasts,
institutional developments, and initiatives supporting the development of a
Baltic power market and integration with neighbouring markets.
• The third step of the study was to identify the conditions for integration,
focussing on the Nordic market. Firstly, we examined the key constraints
and enabling factors in the local and regional context. Thereafter, we
identified the conditions for the establishment of a Baltic power market, and
its integration with neighbouring markets.

1.3

Conclusions and recommendations

The table below summarises the set of key conditions for the development and
integration of the Baltic power market. Perhaps foremost among these is the need
to ensure collaboration from the Russian authorities. We expect progress towards
the establishment of a Baltic market and the integration with neighbouring
markets in the region to be made simultaneously. Nevertheless, it is useful to
present the condition for each of these objectives separately.
The establishment of a competitive power market in the Baltics requires a
renewed political commitment to the establishment of an agreed framework for
such a market. In particular, guidelines and rules for power exchange, third-party
access, network tariffs, customer choice and system balancing need to be
established. The structure of the industry has to be compatible with competitive
mechanisms, and it is essential that the transmission system operation be
independent of generation interests. While regulatory and tax systems do not have
to be the same across countries, they must be compatible with one another.
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Table 1.1:

Summary of conditions for market integration

Conditions for
establishment of internal Baltic market

Conditions for integration with
neighbouring Nordic and European
markets
Ensuring co-ordination and consensus with Russia
Renewed political commitment
Acceptable environmental standards
Agreement on framework for the market
Agreement on CO2 emission & trade issues
Suitable industry structure
Pricing reforms
Independent system operation
Transparent pricing for network use
System balancing & service protocols
Utility viability
Price deregulation
Establishment of interconnections
& compatible regulatory systems
& acceptable technical standards for
networks
Integration of the Baltics into European systems will not be possible until
environmental issues are resolved, particularly with regard to standards, the shutdown of Ignalina nuclear station and emissions from oil-shale combustion.
Agreement also needs to be reached on the implementation of climate
mechanisms compatible with an increased level of electricity trade with the Baltic
States. Other conditions for integration relate to pricing reforms, particularly with
regard to network access and tariffs; the financial viability of Baltic utilities, and,
clearly, the establishment of interconnectors with sufficient capacity to conduct
trade.
Our recommendations relate both to the orientation of strategies to promote
electricity industry liberalisation and integration, and to specific projects which
can be undertaken under the framework of co-operation agreements. Strategies
should support the process of power sector reform in the Baltic States, and should
facilitate investment in the region. Examples of potential projects include support
for the development of a market framework; harmonisation of environmental
standards; an implementation framework for climate change mechanisms
(including establishment of a "credible baseline" and investigation of emission
trading for example within a Nordic and Baltic "bubble"); and support for the
development of the legal and regulatory framework. Investment priorities include
feasibility studies for interconnectors (especially Lithuania-Poland); investment in
new, and rehabilitation of existing, combined heat and power projects; and
investment in cleaner generation technologies.

2

Introduction

The three Baltic States of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania are in the process of
restructuring and liberalising their electricity industries. The countries hold a
common goal of establishing a joint electricity market, which is integrated with
electricity markets in the Nordic countries and Western and Central Europe.
While this is partly motivated by political considerations, there are also substantial
economic benefits to be obtained from liberalisation and integration.
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Despite
this
political
goodwill, there are a number
of
hurdles
to
the
accomplishment
of these
goals, not least of which are
the environmental standards
and investment requirements
of the Baltic power sector.
The two issues of establishing
a common Baltic market and
integrating this with neighbouring markets are closely
related, and progress towards
the one complements the
other.

| BALTIC NATIONS |

Finland

BoilicSea

The Swedish National Energy
Administration has, as one of its main priorities, the development of closer cooperation on energy, environment and climate issues in the Baltic Sea region. The
Administration has contracted ECON to analyse the conditions for closer linkages
between the Baltic countries and the Nordic electricity market. This report
presents our findings and conclusions.
The principle objectives of this study were to:
• Document the status of the energy and electricity industries in each of the
three Baltic States
• Examine the main trends and developments in the Baltic States' electricity
industries
• Identify the key constraints towards the integration of the Baltic power
market with the Nordic power market.
Our approach to the study, as a first step, comprised a description of the Baltic
energy and electricity supply systems in terms of generation capacity, energy
resources and cost and price developments. In addition, energy balances for each
country were used as a basis for discussion of the current status in the industry.
This was undertaken using material from international databases and previous
studies, including ECON's evaluations of the Baltic power sector.
As a second step, future developments in the electricity supply system for the
Baltic States were discussed on the basis of national trends. Supply and demand
forecasts were made, and compared with national projections. We analysed the
liberalisation process in the region, and examined the outlook for power sector
reform. We also looked at the existing agreements and initiatives supporting the
development of a Baltic power market and integration with neighbouring markets.
The third step of the study was to identify the conditions for integration, focussing
on the Nordic market. Our approach was firstly to identify the key constraints and
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enabling factors in the local and regional context. Given that a Baltic power
market has not yet been established, we also examined the conditions for the
establishment of such a market, and looked at the implications of this for
integration.
The presentation of this study closely follows our overall approach to the study:
• Chapter Three presents an overview of the electricity sector in the Baltic
States, and refers to details for each country provided in the first three
appendices.
• Chapter Four deals with the future developments in the industry, looking at
supply and demand prospects, liberalisation policies, and existing initiatives
in support of integration.
• Chapter Five presents our assessment of the key constraints, enabling
factors, and conditions for integration.
• Finally, we present our conclusions and make some recommendations for
further analysis and co-operation projects.

3

The electricity supply industry in
the Baltic States

Energy supply in the Baltic developed through close physical integration with the
former Soviet Union (FSU). Natural gas and oil supplies were sourced from
Russia, and the electricity industry was considered as an integral part of the northwest Soviet system. The development of the Estonian oil-shale industry was partly
dictated by the electricity needs of north-west Russia. The Lithuanian nuclear
generation facility was built by the Soviets on a Chernobyl-type design and can
only utilise Russian fuel.
This chapter presents an analysis of the status of the electricity supply industry in
the Baltic States. In addition, appendices A, B and C provide details on the energy
situation in each of the Baltic States. We start with an overview of the electricity
supply and demand in the region, and move onto a description of the structure and
operation of the electricity industry. We then briefly examine the regulatory
environment, in addition to an assessment of key environmental issues. We
conclude the chapter with an identification of the key issues facing the Baltic
electricity industry.
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Table 3.1

Key statistics for the three Baltic States,
1996 unless stated otherwise
Estonia

Latvia

Lithuania

Total

Population (million)

1,5

3,7

7,7

GDP (bill USD)

4,4

2,5
5,0

7,0

17,3

2 933

2 000

2.135

2 356

GDP real growth rate (%)
1997

11,4

8,6

7,3

9,1

Primary production (ktoe)

3 684

640

3 961

8 285

Consumption (ktoe)

5 381

3 902

8 290

17 572

Energy intensity (toe/mill
USD)
Import dependency (%)

1 194

776

1208

1059

32

84

52

56

20

11
60
33

15

46

84

520

53

151

GDP/capita (USD)

Emissions
CO2 (mill, tonnes), 1995
SO2 (ktoe), 1995

376

NOx(ktoe), 1995

65

Sources:

EU-directorate for Research: Energy Co-operation in the Baltic Sea region, 1997
Baltic Energy database, Danish Energy Management, 1999
Baltic 21 - Energy, no. 3/98

3.1

Electricity supply and demand

Energy, including electricity, demand in all
three Baltic States is now beginning to
recover from the post-1990 collapse in
consumption. Nevertheless, in 1997 total
energy consumption was still only 50 per
cent of 1990 levels. Despite this collapse
in consumption, all three countries remain
highly energy intensive, with consumption
per unit of GDP twice that of the US.

Figure 3.1 Primary energy
consumption, 1996

Petroleum
c xiucts

Primary

Primary energy consumption is mostly
Electricity
made up of petroleum products, natural
Natural Gas
22%
gas, primary electricity (e.g. hydro
21%
resources and nuclear) and oil-shale. All
the Baltic States import a significant share Source- IF.A 1 9%
of their primary energy needs from Russia in the form of petroleum products,
natural gas and nuclear fuel.
Electricity consumption for all three countries in 1998 was approximately
25 TWh, which is significantly less than the 30 TWh generated. Both Lithuania
and Estonia are net exporters of power to Russia, with Lithuania exporting over
50 per cent of its primarily nuclear generated electricity.
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Table 3.2:

Electricity production and consumption, TWh gross, 19982

Production

Estonia

Latvia

Lithuania

Total

8,5

5,8

16,2

30,5

0,5

4,2

4,7

-1,8

-0,2

-9,3

-11,3

6,7

6,1

11,1

23,9

+ imports
- exports
Domestic
consumption

Source: Annual reports of electricity companies

Total generating capacity in the three countries amounts to 10 900 MW.
Lithuania, which accounts for over 50 per cent of capacity, relies on a single
nuclear station and several oil/gas and combined heat and power (CHP) plants.
Estonia is mainly reliant on electricity generated from oil-shale, and Latvia relies
heavily on hydropower and pumped storage facilities. The most substantial use of
renewable resources in the system is in the bio fuel based CHP generation. Basic
statistics for the three electricity supply industries are presented in Table 3.3
Electricity production is in the order of 20 to 25 TWh per year depending on
availability of hydro and fuel resources. Latvia is the only net importing country
of the three Baltic States, importing up to 30-50 per cent of the electricity demand.
In 1998 power imports declined to 8 per cent due to higher hydro power
production (wet year) and improved co-ordination between hydro and CHP
production.
Table 3.3:
Oil/gas
Oil-shale

Generation capacity in the Baltic States (MW), 1995
Estonia

Latvia

Lithuania

Percentage

201

520

2 595
-

30%
28%

2 500

23%

3 098

Nuclear
Hydro
Total

-

1487

501

18%

3 299

2 007

5 596

100%

Much of the existing power infrastructure in the Baltic States is old and in need of
rehabilitation. Generation capacity in Estonia is, on average, more than 25 years
old. Much of the hydro capacity in Latvia is in need of investment, and the
EBRD3 recently agreed to lend USD 24 million for rehabilitation of two of the
older dams, Kegrums and Plavinas. Thermal capacity in Lithuania is dominated
by the Electrenai TPP, which includes CHP in addition to conventional thermal
power generation. The Electrenai facility acts as a reserve station for Ignalina and
is in urgent need of rehabilitation. Most of the units were constructed in the 1960s,
and there are increasing concerns with reliability. Many of the CHP plants in all
three countries are old and in need of investment.

Latest available statistics for Lithuania are for 1996 only. Figures for Latvia are ECON estimates.
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
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Transmission and distribution networks are frequently in poor condition and in
need of new investment. Latvia has initiated investment in rehabilitation of
transmission and distribution infrastructure, and hopes to maintain a fairly high
level of rehabilitation investment in the short term.

3.2

The structure and operation of the electricity
industry

3.2.1

Structural arrangements

Under the Soviet system all three Baltic countries were an integral part of the
Soviet north-west Interconnected Power System (IPS). This grid encompassed the
Baltics, Belarus and the Russian areas of Kalingrad, Pskov, St Petersburg and the
Kola Peninsula. The two principal Baltic power facilities, the Estonia oil-shale
and the Lithuanian nuclear units, were built to supply electricity to other areas principally Belarus, the Pskov and Kalingrad areas of Russia. Net exports from
the Baltic States were more than 20 per cent of production throughout the 1980s
peaking at 30 per cent in 1990.
The electricity industry in the Baltic States, by and large, remains under state
ownership. All three countries have restructured the main state utilities into
publicly owned enterprises formed as joint stock companies.
In Estonia, the main utility is Eesti Energia, which in 1999 was restructured to
create two generation subsidiaries, a transmission grid company, and a
distribution company. Existing CHP facilities are being established as
independent companies, and new distribution companies are in the process of
being formed out of Eesti Energia's distribution assets. It is expected that most
generators and distributors will be at least partially privatised, although the
transmission company is likely to stay under state ownership.
In a similar process, the Latvian utility Latvenego has been restructured into 17
subsidiaries, effectively splitting generation, transmission and distribution into a
number of separate entities. While generation and distribution are expected to be
privatised, the utility's liquidity problems have delayed the process.
Restructuring of the Lithuanian power sector is less advanced than in the other
two countries, but is proceeding along similar lines. The main utility, Lietuvos
Energy a, is in the process of creating a number of subsidiary companies,
including four generating and seven distribution companies. The main nuclear
facility is housed in a separate state owned enterprise, Ignalina Nuclear Power
Plant. Two of the existing four CHP plants (together with the district heating
facilities) have been transferred to the local municipalities. Vattenfall AB is a
minority shareholder in Lietuvos.
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Table 3.4:

Summary of structural arrangements
in the Baltic electricity supply industry
Estonia

Latvia

Lithuania

Main utility

Eesti Energia (EE)

Latvenego

Lietuvos Energija

Generation

Two large
generation
subsidiaries of EE
and several small
CHP companies

Latvenego created
several generation
subsidiaries, mostly
hydro

Lietuvos has several thermal,
hydro & CHP subsidiaries.
Nuclear facility owned by
Ignalina, & 2 CHP plants
transferred to municipalities.

Owned and operated by main utility

Transmissio
Distribution

EE distribution
company and
several smaller
distribution
companies

Owned and
operated by
Latvenego through
distribution
subsidiaries

Lietuvos has seven
distribution subsidiaries.

Despite existing trends towards greater separation in the structure of the electricity
industry, integration with European and Nordic power systems may result in a
return to integrated utilities. Privatisation may well lead to a wave of acquisition
and mergers in an effort to capture economies of scale and scope, together with
other productivity gains.
Legislative changes have created opportunities up for independent power
producers. However, retail competition is not yet possible, partly because the
conditions for competition (definitions and customer sizes) are still under
development. The predominant model is for the state owned power company to
act as a single buyer within each country. For example, Latvenergo buys power
generated by Ignalina NPP.

3.2.2

System operation and transmission

Under the Soviet system, the dispatch centre for the entire north-west power
system was located in Riga, Latvia. Following the independence of the Baltic
States, the Russian dispatch control was moved to St Petersburg and Riga became
the dispatch centre for the Baltic States only. This dispatch centre, DC Baltija, is
jointly owned by the main utilities of the three countries. This centre undertakes
the usual functions of system operation, and co-ordinates exchange with the
Russian north-west power system.
The Baltic power system is highly integrated in terms of physical connections and
system stability. The physical power balance is regulated by DC Baltija, on the
basis of merit order dispatch, and is backed by financial agreements between the
three main power companies.
Since independence considerable emphasis has been placed on improving cooperation among the three Baltic States. Agreements have been signed on
operation requirements, operational reserve and the functions of the dispatch
centre, DC Baltija. Investments to upgrade the control system equipment of DC
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Baltija are planned. The DC Baltija is important for the co-ordination and
optimisation of the Baltic power system, including improvement of technical
standards and co-ordination of transmission and other necessary investments.
Table 3.5:

Main functions of DC Baltija and the Despatch Centres in Russia
and Belarus

International activities

DC Baltija

Network simulation, constrains

X

Interchange scheduling (month, week,
day)

X

ODU Belarus

X

X

Frequency control
Area operation control

X

X

Ancillary Service Planning,
dispatching

X

X

Intersystem connection dispatching

X

Emergency Contol

X

Settlement on interchange and transit

X

Source:

CDU, UPS
Russia

X

X
X

X

DC Baltija, Baltic Market development in relation to the neighbour power systems

In terms of ancillary services (instantaneous power reserve, operating reserve,
voltage support, network support, emergency support) the Baltic power system
plays an important role in the north west Russian IPS. The Baltic power system
has a significant (2400 MW in 1998) hydro capacity available within three to five
minutes, which is important for the stability of the entire synchronously operated
network (approximately two per cent reserve), and extremely important for the
security of Kaliningrad, Pskov and St Petersburg areas.
In 1997 the Baltic States signed an agreement on co-operation in the energy
sector, stressing the importance of market structure and trading rules in electricity
and gas markets. In 1998 the Baltic States signed new agreements for transit
service between the countries. A working group was established in 1999 for
developing common transmission network tariffs. There are currently no trade
tariffs for power exchange between Estonia and Latvia, but an import tariff is
applied in Lithuania.
The Baltic electricity system is surrounded by four electricity systems, as
described in Table 3.6 The Baltic system remains closely integrated with the
north-west IPS system, including St Petersburg, Belarus and Kalingrad. There are
14 interconnecting lines, mostly operated at 330 kV. A new 750 kV transmission
line has recently been built between Belarus and the Russian nuclear plant at
Smolensk, thereby reducing Belarus imports from Lithuania.
The multilateral agreement signed by the three Baltic States, Russia and Belarus
in 1997 created a Working Group to establish guidelines for co-ordinated power
exchange. This has lead to an upgrading of the automatic control systems for the

10
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national and regional control centres. Further investments include installation of
metering equipment, and systems for operational reserve interchange.
Table 3.6:

Transmission systems around the Baltic States

Transmission
system
IPS
UCPE network
NORDEL network
Central Europe

Description
The power network system of the FSU and the present system of
the CIS countries
"Union of Companies for the Transmission of electricity" a West
European organisation of interconnected electricity systems
The network includes the four Nordic countries
A newly established power union includes Poland, Czechia,
Slovakia and Hungary

Source: EU-directorate for Research: Energy Co-operation in the Baltic Sea region, 1997
Note:

In 1999 ETSO a co-operation agreement between the European Transmission System Operators
(UCTE, ATSO1, UKTSOA and Nordel) was developed (Association of European Transmission
System Operators).

While trade between the Baltics states works fairly smoothly, there are problems
of payment from sales to Belarus, and electricity sold to Russia is frequently
bartered for fuel supplies. This barter system impacts on system dispatch due to
the need to secure fuel supplies for generation.
As described in more detail in the next chapter, it is likely that the Baltic
electricity network will become more closely integrated with the Nordic
electricity system (via a link to Finland) as well as the Western European grid (via
a link to Poland).

3.2.3

Generation dispatch

Generation operation is based on the principle of merit-order dispatch, backed by
financial agreements between the three state owned power companies. These
agreements are usually renewed annually, but adjustments are made on a monthly
basis and, for hydro power, on a weekly basis.
The financial agreements are, as far as possible, based on the variable generation
costs of the power plants. As a consequence Ignalina NPP always serves as base
load capacity. When available, the plant is cheap to run and allows exports to
Russia as a part of the barter agreements for fuel payments.
The thermal power generation plants based on gas, oil and peat have second
priority in winter. Their dispatch is affected by a number of factors. Firstly, the
barter system for fuel supplies provides delivery of fixed volumes of oil and gas,
which predetermine the quantity of electricity which can be generated. The barter
system also makes it difficult to determine marginal costs of production.
Secondly, thermal generation is usually part of CHP stations, which means that
their operation is only economical while there is a demand for heat. Consequently,
their contribution occurs mainly during winter, and increases in a cold year.

11
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Thirdly, these power stations are embedded in local distribution networks, and
excess-power must be transmitted across transmission networks. The reliability
and capacity of these networks can limit the extent of thermal production.
Some CHP plants can use biofuels in addition to oil and gas. Subsidies and
financial support for some CHP plants (e.g. in Latvia) are viewed by some
participants as distortions to the dispatch system, and as such an obstacle to trade.
Nevertheless, all three countries are working to develop their rules for
encouraging the power generation based on renewable resources and put high
priority on harmonisation of these rules.
Figure 3.2 Load curve and dispatch order on 2 December, 1998
Maximum demand was 4 749 MW at 17.00
(HPP = hydropower, PSPP = pumped storage)

7000

\—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i

3

5 7

1—

11 13 15 17 19 21
JHburs

23

Source: DC Baltija, "Power Market Conference", Tallinn, September 1999-11-15

The oil-shale generation plants are more economical than CHP generation during
the low-load season and have priority over oil and gas co-generation in summer.
Increasing costs at these old oil-shale plants, as well as limitations on fuel supply,
have resulted in a reduced contribution from these stations in recent years. This
has to be seen in a combination of better use of the hydropower capacity.
Dispatch of hydropower stations is influenced by water availability as much as
cost. During the low load season, hydropower should have priority over oil-shale
production from Estonia, if water is available. During 1998, a very wet year,
hydropower production in Latvia increased and a more efficient use of electricity
capacity has resulted in an increase of total power production by 1,5 TWh in 1998
relative to 1997. Therefore the export from Estonia to Latvia dropped by more

12
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than 50 per cent. Hydropower generation in Latvia and Lithuania is hardly
influenced by hydrological conditions, and can provide significant quantities
during the spring flood. The rest of the year it is used as balance power and,
during the high-load season, as peak power.

3.3

The legislative and regulatory context

As the Baltic States have begun to orient themselves towards closer economic ties
with Western Europe, so new policies have been introduced into the energy
sector. During this period of pre-accession to the EU, energy policies in the Baltic
States have promoted the development of open energy markets within each
country. This has required the development of new legislative frameworks and
regulatory institutions (see section Appendix I):
• Estonia passed an Energy Act in January 1998, which established a new
governance regime for the energy sector. Two new authorities were created:
the Technical Inspectorate and the Energy Market Inspectorate. The latter
falls under the Ministry of Economic Affairs and fulfils regulatory
functions.
• Latvia also passed a new Energy Act in 1998, but its provisions are still in
the process of implementation. Regulatory functions are exercised by the
Energy Regulatory Council, which reports to the Ministry of Economy.
• Lithuania passed amendments to the 1995 energy legislation in March 1998.
The 1995 Act created the National Control Commission for Energy Pricing
and Energy Activities, which reports directly to the President. At its name
indicates, the Commission is responsible for energy regulation.
Despite the introduction of new regulatory systems, all Governments maintain
price controls on electricity that frequently set prices below the costs of supply.
Despite real price increases in recent years, prices are still significantly below
prices in most of Europe. Together with the increases in primary fuel prices, this
has placed utilities in financial difficulties. In addition, many companies are
burdened with problems of non-payment for electricity services, and themselves
are frequently in debt to their suppliers.
Table 3.7:

Electricity prices in the Baltic States (ECU cents per kWh), 1998
Estonia

Latvia

Lithuania

Industrial prices

2,9

4,2

3,1

Domestic prices

3,9

4,9

3,5

3.4

Environmental features
of the electricity supply industry

Under Soviet rule, low priority was given to the environmental impact of energy
production. Combined with the high energy intensity of their economies, this has
created high pollution levels, much of it associated with electricity supply. In
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1990 Estonia had the highest per capita sulphur emissions in Europe, with
consequences for neighbouring countries such as Finland and Sweden. While
recent years have seen reductions in pollutant emissions, this is largely a
consequence of the decline in demand rather than efficiency or control
improvements.
In Estonia energy conversion processes account for 88 per cent of total carbon
emissions. The use of oil-shale in power production is a major contributor to both
CO2 and SO2 emissions due to low thermal efficiency of combustion and the high
sulphur content of the fuel. The fuel also has a low calorific value and a high ash
content. Eesti Energia proposes to replace existing units with fluidised bed
technology, which will significantly reduce sulphur and particulate emissions.
Lithuanian thermal power plants are not equipped with modern emission control
devices. The problem is particularly acute in this country due to the location of
certain thermal plants and unfavourable winds that direct emissions towards
densely populated areas.
There is especial concern in Lithuania both with nuclear waste disposal and the
safety of the Ignalina nuclear power plant. The station is a Chernobyl-style design,
and the country has been under considerable international pressure (including
financial incentives) to close it down. In September 1999, the Lithuanian
Government announced that one of the two units at Ignalina would be shut down
by 2005, and there are suggestions that the second unit will be closed by 2009.
Table 3.8:

Total emissions (thousand tons), 1997
Estonia

Latvia 4

Lithuania^

CO 2

20 575

11000

15 000

SO 2

1 11

32

84

NO X

15,6

9,3

53

Source: Baltic 21Series No. 3/98/Baltic Energy database /1999. WEC Regional Forum, 1999.

Given the low thermal efficiencies at CHP and thermal power stations, there is
potential for investment funds from climate change mechanisms (i.e. through
AIJ/JI projects).

3.5

Harmonisation/coordination of environmental
standards and mechanisms

The three Baltic countries are expected to gradually adopt the EU's environmental
standards and international environmental rules. However a significant challenge
is how to manage the very different environmental problems and policy priorities

4

1998 figures for SO2 and NOX

5

1995 figures
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within the Baltic countries and between the Baltic countries and North/West
Europe.
Mechanisms that reduce local environmental impacts do not necessarily have
positive effects on the climate policy targets (e.g. replacement of nuclear
generation with generation capacity based on fossil fuel will increase the total
emissions of greenhouse gases). Less contradictory is the introduction of
environmental standards for local and regional pollutant emissions as well as the
development of specific climate emission targets. On the other hand there is the
potential for conflict between national CO2 measures (e.g. carbon taxes) and
international flexible mechanisms (e.g. emission trading).
There is an obvious need for harmonisation of existing international
environmental standards and rules. In addition, it is necessary to analyse how far
the Baltic countries, seen as an intergated area, are from realising these targets
(local/regional as well as global environmental targets). Given the high level of
integration in the Baltic power system, it is important to look at the Baltics as a
group when evaluating progress towards these targets.
Despite the level of co-operation on an operational level, currently each of the
Baltic States makes their national energy strategies independently. As a result the
national strategies are likely to include scenarios that - if realised - could result in
increasing surplus of generation capacity in the whole area. An essential tool for
coordinating the environmental programmes and investment in the Baltic States
would therefore be to develop a "baseline scenario" for the Baltic States as a
whole, including their already decided (national) investment programmes.
Further it is important that international (Nordic) efforts to improve the
environmental situation in the Baltics are coordinated in a way that guarantees
that emission reductions of green house gases take place in the most cost effective
manner. These coordination will also need to adress the difficult issues in respect
of power trade and national climate targets. The level of greenhouse gas emissions
in the Baltic countries is far below the Kyoto targets and raises the issue of "hot
air". Also national greenhouse gas emission targets set in the Kyoto Protocol
threaten gains from power trade, for example, between the Nordic countries. The
reason is the major differences in carbon intensity and power imports between
these countries, and because each country will be responsible for all emissions,
including from power exported to other countries.
Trade in emission allowances and the use of JI among power producers in the
Baltic States and the Nordic/EU countries could reduce or eliminate some of the
current negative effects of national climate policies. An emission bubble for the
Baltic States and the Nordic countries as a whole could be a step towards a
solution dealing with the burden sharing issues regarding greenhouse gas
emissions related to power trade.
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3.6

Key issues

The electricity supply industries of the Baltic States were planned and developed
as part of the Soviet system of energy supply. This Soviet inheritance imposes
major barriers to a successful integration with Nordic and European energy
markets. The key issues identified in this review are:
• The orientation of the electricity industry
The overall orientation of the Baltic electricity industry is towards close
dependence on the states of the FSU, in particular Russia and Belarus.
Natural gas and oil supplies are mainly sourced from Russia, and fuel for
Lithuania's nuclear station is only manufactured in Russia. Electricity grid
connections are mostly oriented towards Russia and Belarus, whom have
traditionally been the main trade partners for electricity exchange.
• The liberalisation process
Electricity market liberalisation was initiated in order to be compatible with
EU directives. However, the reform process is still in the early stages with a
need to further develop the vision and guidelines for the establishment of a
market.
• The financial position of utilities
Many of utilities in the Baltic States are in a precarious financial position.
There is extensive non-payment by customers, and the utilities are all in
debt to their suppliers. The situation is aggravated by political constraints on
prices, although there have been substantial real price increases in recent
years.
• Environmental standards
Environmental standards at power stations are below EU levels. Of
particular concern is the safety and waste disposal hazards of the nuclear
power station in Lithuania, and the extensive use of oil-shale in Estonia.
Sulphur and nitrogen oxide emissions will have to be reduced if the Baltic
States are to be successfully integrated into the Nordic and European
electricity markets.
• Investment requirements
Much of the existing infrastructure is old, and in need of substantial
rehabilitation. Significant environmental problems need resolution, new
plants under construction need completion and networks need upgrading.
Give the financial position of utilities, it is unlikely that investment
resources can be generated internally, and the companies are already heavily
indebted. Privatisation, currently on the policy agenda, and AIJ/JI may bring
access to new sources of finance.
• Price reform
There is also a need to restructure prices to end-users, where not already
accomplished, and eliminate cross subsidies to residential customers.
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Energy prices below production costs are a significant obstacle to foreign
investors.
Electricity demand and trade
There is a high degree of inefficiency in the use of energy and electricity.
While economic growth may contribute to an increase demand, this will be
off-set by efficiency improvements.
While the Baltic States have traditionally been exporters of power to Russia
and Belarus, this may change in the future. When the Ignalina nuclear
power station is closed, the use of oil-shale is reduced, and electricity
demand increases significantly, then the region may well become a net
importer of power.
Coordination of national and international environmental programmes
There is an obvious need for coordination of the diffent national and
international efforts for environmental improvements. Currently there is no
mechanism that measures how far the Baltic countries actually are from
realising existing international environmental targets and rules. Thus there
exists no overall assessment of the effects from either national or
international environment initiatives or investment programmes for the
Baltic States as a whole.
There is also a need, at the international level, to coordinate the different
climate policy mechanisms (national initiatives as well as international
flexible mechanisms). In addition to this, the burden sharing problems with
respect to each country (the three Baltic and the Nordic/EU-countries)
should be adressed.

4

Future developments in the Baltic
electricity industry

In considering the barriers and conditions for the integration of the Baltic
electricity industry into the Nordic electricity market, it is necessary to look at the
prospects for change, both in terms of supply and demand, as well as institutional
reform.
In this chapter we will examine demand projections, and examine the likely
developments on the supply side. This will include a summary of developments in
the expansion of international transmission interconnectors. We will also look at
the policy environment and institutional developments, with a focus on the
prospects for market liberalisation and regulation.
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4.1

Future electricity demand and supply

4.1.1

Electricity demand

Future growth in energy and electricity demand in the Baltics will be determined
by levels of economic growth and the effects brought about by improved energy
management. It is difficult to estimate growth accurately due to uncertainties in
economic restructuring, price reforms and the level of investment in energyutilising equipment. The IEA has estimated that given these opposing factors,
growth in total energy use will be less than two per cent per annum over the
period to 2010. This is significantly less than the GDP forecasts of five to seven
per cent per annum.
The potential for energy savings is substantial and will strongly affect future
demand. For example, a study by the Rise Institute has indicated that energy
conservation could reduce energy demand by approximately 25 per cent in
Lithuania and between 20 and 35 per cent in Latvia. Electric price increases will
also have a significant impact on demand, and have already begun to do so.
Given the potential for efficiency gains in electricity use, together with structural
changes in industrial production, we suggest that electricity demand will grow
only modestly. Following the substantial decline in consumption since 1990, we
assume that overall growth in demand, for both industrial and non-industrial
consumption, will be around one per cent per annum from 2000 onwards, as
depicted in Figure 4.1.
In general, forecasts prepared by the governments of the Baltic States are more
optimistic on demand growth, typically assuming growth rates in the order of two
to three per cent per annum.
Figure 4.1: Projected final electricity demand in the Baltics, 1990-2020, TWh
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4.1.2

Future supply

There are a number of uncertainties about the future electricity supply infrastructure in the Baltic States:
• Final decisions are not yet taken on the future of the second unit of the
Ignalina nuclear plant in Lithuania. Any decision will have repercussions on
the national economy, in particular because of the need for investments in
alternative technologies and because of the need for importing coal or gas.
• The future availability of the Ignalina nuclear units - as long as they remain
in use - is uncertain. Maintenance and safety problems could, as in the past,
severely curtail production.
• Production of electricity from the Estonian oil-shale resources will decline.
The plants are old, there are serious environmental impacts from the
production, geological resources are being exhausted and extraction costs
are increasing. It is, however, uncertain how fast the decline will be. The
alternative to oil-shale is imported gas, coal or electricity. Balance of
payments and employment considerations are likely to delay a scaling down
of oil-shale production.
Our key assumptions with regard to electricity supply are presented in the table
below. These assumptions imply that there will be a net generating surplus to
2005. Thereafter electricity will have to be imported or new thermal facilities
commissioned. If the second unit at Ignalina is closed before 2015, this would
require a sharp increase in electricity imports.
Table 4.1:

Supply-side assumptions

Ignalina nuclear

The oldest unit is closed in 2005, and the second unit continues to
2015 (its estimated technical lifetime). Load factor at the second
unit improves to 70%

Oil-shale production

Production declines to half of the current level by 2005, and
gradual decline thereafter.

Electricity losses

Losses will be reduced, resulting in a net decline in gross
electricity use, despite small increases in consumption.

Figure 4.2 summarises the electricity balance arising from our supply and demand
scenarios. It can be seen that the Baltic States are expected to be net exporters to
2005, roughly self-sufficient until 2015, at which time imports or new capacity
will be required.
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Figure 4.2: Projected demand supply balance, the Baltics, 1994-2015, GWh
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All three Governments in the Baltic States anticipate that considerable new
generation capacity will come on-line in the next ten to fifteen years. Much of this
is expected to be thermal generation, often at CHP installations:
• The Estonian Government expects the decline in oil-shale use to be slower
than we assume, and they also expect new CHP plants to be established and
increases in renewable and natural gas-fired generation capacity.
• The Latvian Government expects to reduce their import dependence through
rehabilitation work at existing hydro stations (Kegums and Plavinas), as
well as rehabilitation and expansion of CHP installations (Riga TEC-1 & 2).
• The Lithuanian Government, in its own projections, expects the second unit
at Ignalina to be closed in 2010.6 To compensate for this loss in capacity,
they anticipate substantial increases in thermal generating capacity, mostly
using natural gas.
All three countries also anticipate investments in upgrading transmission
infrastructure in order to reduce losses and prepare for closer integration and
synchronisation with European networks.
All three countries have formulated environmental policies for the electricity
industry. Estonia, in particular, has set fairly ambitious targets for emissions from
power generation facilities. The Government aims to reduce CO2, SOx and
particulate emissions by 8 per cent (relative to 1990 levels), 80 per cent (relative
to 1980 levels) and 25 per cent (relative to 1995 levels) respectively by 2005.

Although a second scenario puts the date at which the second unit is closed at 2020.
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Both Latvia and Lithuania plan to introduce environmental taxes, although tax
levels in Latvia have been set at low levels, and the new system of pollution
charges in Lithuania is still in the process of being implemented. Latvia has been
proactive in the development of AIJ projects, mainly aimed at the modernisation
of district heating plants. To date, Latvian municipalities have been engaged in at
least 25 AIJ projects, and there are at least 50 AIJ initiatives throughout the
Baltics.

4.1.3

Plans for increasing interconnection capacity

The Baltic States plan to improve inter-connections to the Nordic and central
European grids. Priority inter-connections include new links from Estonia to
Finland, and from Lithuania to Poland.
Efforts towards achieving this objective are already ongoing under the Baltic Ring
project. Because of its importance for the development of the countries in Central
and Eastern Europe the EU Commission approved the Baltic Ring Project under
the infrastructure programme "Trans-European Networks". The aim of this project
is to provide the technical prerequisites for an efficient electric power exchange
between the Scandinavian countries, the three Baltic States, Germany, Poland,
Russia and Belarus.
The estimated costs of the transmission systems under consideration under the
Baltic Ring initiative amount to two billion US dollars. The three main projects
are listed in Table 4.1.
The 600 MW cable between Sweden and Poland, SwePol Link, is under
construction and is planned to be operational in the year 2000. The first phase of
the under water power cable from Estonia to Finland (Estlink) is planned for
operation in 2002. The Estonian cable is part of a wider plan to integrate the
Baltic States with Nordic Power pool members in Finland, Norway and Denmark.
Meanwhile Lithuania hopes to boost electricity export to Europe via a power line
connection to Poland. The project will be implemented by Lietuvos Energija and
Polish Grid Company PSE and the total cost is projected to be USD 180 million
(ref. PiEE).
Tabell 4.2: Planned/prepared interconnections
Planned/prepared interconnections
Multiterminal HVDC double bipole line between
Germany, Poland, The Baltic States, Russia and Belarus
HVDC cable link between Finland and Estonia
HVDC cable link between Sweden and Poland (SwePol
Link)
Source:

Capacity
Investment
4 000 MW USD 1 500 mill.
600 MW
600 MW

USD 200 mill.
USD 300 mill

EU-directorate for Research: Energy Co-operation in the Baltic Sea region, 1997

From the Baltic States' point of view, interconnection between the Baltic States
and Western Europe is essential in order to improve the long-term security of
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supply, and to reduce their dependence on Russian energy supply. The undersea
cable between Estonia and Finland and a connection between Lithuania and
Poland have the highest priority.
The interconnection projects will allow electricity produced in Baltic countries to
be exported to neighbouring countries, thus generating foreign currency.
Lithuania has for the period before 2005 a substantial potential for power export.
In particular, peak power generated by Kruonis (800 MW, with possible
expansion to 1 600 MW) could supply peak load in central Europe. The Estlink
project has also led to a feasibility study for the construction of a gas-fired
combined cycle plant in Tallinn, Estonia.

4.2

Electricity market liberalisation

The Baltic States are in the process of liberalising their electricity markets. The
first step in the process has been industry restructuring, with a view to privatise
parts or all of the industry. Liberalisation policies imply changes to industry
structure, ownership, market structure and regulation. While the trend is towards
liberalisation of the market and privatisation of utilities, there is no coherent
market framework yet in place. It is our view that market reform will occur in
parallel with integration into Nordic and European electricity markets.

4.2.1

Industry structure and privatisation

All three of the Baltic States are in the process of restructuring their electricity
industries. Section 3.2 documents these changes, which mostly deal with the
breaking up of existing vertically integrated utilities, and Feil! Fant ikke
referansekilden. summarises some of the main developments with regard to
structural change and privatisation.
Generation is being split up into separate companies, often with each generating
station forming a separate company. Distribution activities are being broken up
into a number of companies, and in some cases transferred to municipal
ownership. In general, it is envisaged that transmission will form an independent
company under public ownership.
This restructuring is being undertaken as a prelude to privatisation. Only in
Lithuania is there currently any significant private sector involvement, and that is
the eight per cent stake which Vattenfall AB has in Lietuvos Energija. It is
anticipated that, following the restructuring of Lietuvos Eergia, the Government
will sell some of its remaining stake in the power sector. Estonia has also
embarked on a privatisation programme in electricity industry, and is in the
process of negotiating a sale of a minority stake in one of the two main power
stations to a strategic equity partner. Lithuania has yet to develop a strategy for
the privatisation of its utilities, but it is expected that the Privatisation Agency will
proceed with sales.
In all countries, new legislation has opened the door to new entrants into the
industry. While there has been little evidence of this to date (at least in the
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electricity industry), it seems inevitable that any new capacity will be built by
independents.
Table 4.3:

Status of privatisation and energy legislation

Company

Privatisation process

Eesti Energia

Three step process:

100% state owned
joint stock
company

Legislation

The 1998 Energy Law
enforced
which created
Separation of two main power stations to
two
new
regulatory
two separate stock companies: Narva Power
institutions under the
(49% to be sold to a strategic foreign
Ministry
of Economy:
investor, negotiations with NRG Energy in
USA) and Tallinn City Power Production
Technical Control
Co.
Inspectorate
Sale of 7 distribution corporations (2 are
Energy Market
privatised)
Inspectorate
Power sales will be organised in a separate
company

Latvenego

Is still formulating privatisation policy.

100% state owned
joint stock
company

Initially planned to privatise vertically
integrated utility, but a new policy is being
formulated.

The Energy Law, passed in
October 1998 established
an Energy Regulatory
Council

The Energy Law (Art. 20) defines that
valuable parts of Latvenego, the Daugava
Hydroelectric Cascade and the High Voltage
Transmission Networks must remain state
owned
Lietuvos Energija

The first step is planned to separate
Owned by the state distribution from generation and privatise it
in some years time
(86%), Vattenfall
The transmission component will remain
(8%), Staff (6%)
majority owned by the state

4.2.2

Energy Law was passed in
1996 and amended in May
1998. The National
Control Commission For
Energy Prices and Energy
Activities was established.
There is a draft of a new
Electricity Law

Market structure and regulation

The market structure to date has been in the form of monopoly markets dominated
by vertically integrated utilities. The market form is changing as the structure of
the industry changes. In addition, energy policies support the introduction of
competitive arrangements in the industry.
As generation facilities are separated into separate companies, it is likely that a
single-buyer market structure will be created. The single-buyer responsibilities
will rest with the central utility, or with the transmission company. In addition,
Governments are willing to establish a more competitive market structure giving
distributors and large users the option to choose their supplier. However, the
frameworks and protocols for establishing such a market have yet to be
established.
The principle of third-party access to transmission and distribution networks is
reflected in recent legislative changes. The Estonian regulatory system provides
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large users (those customers with consumption of more than 40 GWh/year approximately seven customers) with third-party access rights to networks. The
Energy Market Inspectorate is currently developing rules for network tariffs.
Latvian legislation provides for third-party access, but the legislation has yet to be
implemented. There is still uncertainty on which class of customers will be
granted this right, and what the principles of network tariffs will be. Lithuania is
currently in the process of passing new legislation that will lead to third-party
access rights.
Given the small number of generating stations in each country, it seems inevitable
that the development of competition will only take place at the regional, and not
the national level. Thus, integration with other electricity markets is a
precondition for the successful development of wholesale competition.
All three countries have established new regulatory institutions for the power
sector. These semi-autonomous bodies will assume responsibility for price control
in the absence of a competitive market. There is a need for real price increases to
reflect the costs of supply and improve the financial position of utilities. Despite
this, at present there is no codified price control system in place.

4.3

International agreements and integration
initiatives

There are a number of initiatives that aim to support the liberalisation of the Baltic
electricity market and the integration of these countries' electricity markets with
those in Europe and Scandinavia. These initiatives take place at various levels:
• initiatives and co-operation with the EU,
• multi-lateral agreements among Baltic States, and
• utility co-operation.
Appendix IV summarises a range of international agreements that have dealt with
electricity systems in the Baltic.

4.3.1

EU-level initiatives

The EU has initiated a process of energy market liberalisation among member
states. The gas and electricity directives are designed to promote the development
of competition in these markets, in parallel with liberalisation policies at the
national level. Structural changes in response to the emergence of competition are
already in evidence, particularly in Germany.
Since all three Baltic States are eager to qualify for EU membership, there is
pressure to harmonise energy market structures in the Baltic States with European
rules. This will ultimately require considerable progress towards a competitive
market, as well as new environmental and nuclear safety standards.
The EU has recently emphasised the need to accelerate the process of cooperation and harmonisation. The Baltic Energy Taskforce, established in 1998,
was initiated with EU involvement. The taskforce has investigated a number of
issues relating to the development of the Baltic power sector, including energy
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legislation, investment and financing, infrastructural development, environmental
standards and climate policy.
There is an increasing level of co-operation among regulatory authorities in the
EU, and a network of European regulatory authorities has been established. This
network now includes representatives from Norway, Poland and the Baltic States.

4.3.2

Multi-lateral initiatives among Baltic States

Energy sector co-operation among the Baltic States is structured through a
number of political agreements. Most important among these is the Energy
Committee of the Baltic Council of Ministers. Major agreements reached by the
committee include:
• In April 1999 the Committee agreed to a common energy strategy. This
strategy includes a common vision of a "liberal and competitive Baltic
energy market".
• A memorandum on natural gas interconnections, with the objective of
facilitating gas pipelines between Estonia and Finland, and between
Lithuania and Poland.
• A memorandum on electricity interconnections giving priority to new
transmission lines to the European and Nordic transmission networks.
• A memorandum of joint intention to establish a common Baltic Power
market, with the target of an integrated power market to be established at
the beginning of 2001.
The World Bank recently undertook a mission examining the creation of a
common Baltic electricity market (see section Appendix V) The mission
concluded that there is a need for reconfirmation of political commitment to the
concept, and there should be a greater degree of co-ordination among countries in
their current power sector restructuring efforts. It is clear that considerable
progress must be made in developing the framework for such a market to operate.

4.3.3

Utility co-operation

Power utilities in the Baltic region have jointly undertaken the Baltic Ring study,
which looked at the opportunities for establishing closer integration of networks
in the region. Utility co-operation has been institutionalised in the formation of an
industry association, BATREL (Baltic Ring Electricity Co-operation), which was
established in 1998.
BATREL has established a programme of work that will support power sector
integration in the region. The organisation envisages that electricity trade will
develop substantially in the medium term, and realises that this will be facilitated
by the establishment of common rules for trading.
The organisation also aims to facilitate investment in the region, including new
transmission projects and the development of AIJ/JI projects.
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5

Conditions for integration

The Governments of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania have committed themselves to
the development of a common electricity market, as well as closer integration
with Nordic and European electricity markets. While the establishment of
integrated power markets in the Baltic area will bring substantial benefits to these
countries, it is evident that it will require and result in substantial restructuring of
the Baltic electricity industry. While industry restructuring has already started,
further progress will have to be made.
Despite the fairly tight timeframes established (a common market by 2001), it is
apparent that the Baltic region is falling behind, relative to liberalisation and
integration efforts in Europe. Since the creation of a common Baltic market
(among the three Baltic States) is closely associated with greater integration in the
region as a whole, we will examine the conditions for accomplishing both.
This penultimate chapter of the report examines both the key constraints and the
enabling factors for integration. There is naturally some overlap here as policies
designed to address constraints may well transform constraints into enabling
factors. Nevertheless, the distinction is useful for the purposes of presentation.
The discussion then leads to an identification of the primary conditions that must
be fulfilled if an integrated market is to be established.
Table 5.1:

Summary of constraints and enabling factors

Constraint

Enabling factor

Environmental concerns

Political commitment

Prices & cost transparency

Enabling legislation

Financial viability of utilities

New regulatory institutions

Transmission infrastructure

Co-operation on system operation

Size of the market

Medium-term changes in supply balance

Russian power market

Investment initiatives & opportunities

5.1

Key constraints

There are a number of constraints to the development of an integrated market in
the Baltic region. These relate to environmental issues, physical infrastructure,
price regulations, and market conditions.
• Environmental issues
Environmental standards of electricity production are inadequate. There are
particular concerns with the use of oil-shale in Estonia and the safety of the
Ignalina nuclear station in Lithuania. In additional there are a number of
local and regonal environmental issues that need to be addressed.
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• Prices and cost transparency
Electricity prices remain below the economic costs of supply. This will
distort any trade between countries, and will prohibit further investment in
the Baltic States. At the same time, many facilities in the Baltic States are
not cost competitive with other power sources and in need of rehabilitative
investment. Immediate liberalisation of trade and prices will undermine the
viability of these installations.
• Financial viability of Baltic utilities
At present, many of the utilities in the Baltic States are heavily indebted,
and are themselves carrying a high volume of doubtful debts. The risks of
trading with these utilities are currently high.
• Transmission infrastructure
At present the physical interconnections with the Nordic countries and
Western Europe are insufficiently developed. Integration will require
investment in additional transmission capacity. The technical standards of
transmission and distribution infrastructure within the Baltic States are also
inadequate.
• Size of the Baltic market
The power market within the three Baltic States is small. There are a limited
number of generators, and load is concentrated in a few locations. The
success of establishing a Baltic market probably relies on some level of
integration with neighbouring markets.
• Relationship with Russia
The Baltic States are closely integrated with Russia, and Belarus. Not only
are there physical interconnections (both for fuel supply, and electricity
supply), but there are also close political associations. Given these
relationships, Russian commercial and political interests may act as a
constraint to pursuing power sector reform in the Baltics and closer
integration with Western Europe.

5.2

Enabling factors

Despite these constraints, there are a number of factors outlined in this report that
support the development of a Baltic power market and its integration with
neighbouring systems. These factors are summarised below.
• Political commitment
It is apparent that there is a political commitment to the development and
integration of the Baltic power market. The three states have initiated cooperation and are eager to promote economic integration with Western
Europe.
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• Enabling legislation
New legislation has been passed, or is in the process of being passed, in all
three Baltic States. Legislation opens the possibility of third-party access,
although implementation details remain under-developed. In addition,
industry restructuring has started in all countries, with moves to separate the
industry both vertically and horizontally.
• New regulatory institutions
All three countries have established new regulatory institutions. This is an
important step in the process of liberalising their electricity markets.
• Co-operation on system operation
The three countries currently co-operate on system operation through the
DC Balitja facility in Latvia.
• Medium-term changes in supply balance and generation capacity
In the medium term, a substantial portion of generation capacity in the
Baltic States will be retired. Both nuclear and oil-shale will be phased out
for a combination of economic and environmental reasons. Much of the
other capacity is old and has a limited life. If demand stabilises and even
picks up, there will be a supply deficit in the region, opening opportunities
for investment and trade. Any new capacity built in the region will benefit
from the ability to trade in Europe and the Nordic market.
• Investment initiatives and opportunities
There are a number of investment initiatives underway. New transmission
inter-connectors are planned as part of the Baltic Ring initiative, and there is
already discussion about new gas-fired generation capacity in the region.
Much of the power and energy sector requires rehabilitative investment, and
AIJ mechanisms present an opportunity to achieve this. Privatisation will
also introduce new capital in the industry.

5.3

Conditions for market integration

Governments are eager to see progress in the creation of a common Baltic power
market and its integration with neighbouring European and Baltic markets.
However, there are a number of conditions that need to be fulfilled before this can
occur.
We expect the development of an internal common power market among the
Baltics to proceed in parallel to integration with neighbouring markets. In fact,
given the small size of the Baltic market, some level of integration is probably
necessary for competition to be effective. The creation of a local Baltic electricity
market is a precondition for integration, even though we expect progress towards
the two goals to proceed simultaneously. It is useful to identify the conditions for
achieving the internal market, in addition to the conditions for successful
integration.
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Table 5.2:

Summary of conditions for market integration

Conditions for
establishment of internal Baltic market

Conditions for integration with
neighbouring Nordic and European
markets
Ensuring co-ordination and consensus with Russia
Renewed political commitment
Acceptable environmental standards
Agreement on framework for the market
Agreement on CO2 emission & trade issues
Suitable industry structure
Pricing reforms
Independent system operation
Transparent pricing for network use
System balancing & service protocols
Utility viability
Price deregulation
Establishment of interconnections
& compatible regulatory systems
& acceptable technical standards for
networks

Perhaps the most important condition, both for power sector reform and
integration, is ensuring the co-operation of Russia. There are both technical and
political aspects to this. The Baltic States are closely interconnected with Russia,
and rely on Russia for much of their primary fuel supply. In turn, a number of
Russian cities in the north-west rely on electricity supply from the Baltics. Both
parties have security of supply issues at stake. Just as important are the political
considerations; the Baltics maintain a close economic and political relationship
with Russia. Major economic developments, especially those involving closer
integration with Western Europe, have political ramifications for this relationship
and require consensus building.

5.3.1

Conditions for the creation of a common power market
among the Baltic States

There are a number of general conditions for the establishment of a competitive
power market. While the Baltic States are beginning to address these issues
through legislation, restructuring and new regulatory systems, considerable
progress needs to be made. Most importantly, it is essential that countries coordinate their activities to ensure that each national system is compatible with the
creation of a common market.
• Renewed political commitment
The political authorities have already demonstrated their commitment to the
creation of a common power market and its integration with neighbouring
markets. Nevertheless, recent political developments, and the need to
maintain the political momentum, require that this commitment be renewed.
• Market model: compatible network access conditions
The basic framework for the structure of the market has yet to be clearly
formulated. In particular, it is essential that there be clarity with regard to
third-party access conditions and transparent network tariffs for the use of
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transmission and distribution grids. These tariffs, and regulatory
mechanisms, need to be harmonised. Customer categories need to be clearly
defined, with timetables for the introduction of customer choice.
• Industry structure
The establishment of a competitive Baltic power market requires the
existing industry restructuring to be followed through. An effective market
requires a minimum number of generators and purchasers, and vertically
integrated utilities will not provide this structure.
• Independent system operation
Related to the question of structure, it is important that the transmission
system be independent of generators. Ideally, each transmission system
should be controlled by an independent system operator. This principle has
been recognised in the existing restructuring plans of the Baltic States.
• System balancing and ancillary service protocols
Electricity markets require that there be protocols for the simultaneous
balancing of supply and demand. Generators need to establish agreements
with the system operator which allow the operator to dispatch plant in order
to follow load patterns. Agreements for remuneration (and incorporation in
power prices) for this service, as well as other ancillary services, need to be
made.
• Price deregulation and compatible regulatory systems
A power market requires that prices, at least of competitive elements of the
industry, be deregulated. At a minimum, this requires that wholesale prices
of power be deregulated in parallel with new market mechanisms being
established. Deregulation of end-user retail prices can proceed as different
categories of customers are allowed to enter the market. Prices for making
use of transmission and distribution networks should remain regulated.

5.3.2

Conditions for integration with neighbouring Nordic and
European markets

The following summarises the main conditions for the integration of the Baltic
States into neighbouring Nordic and European markets.
• Environmental standards
Environmental issues represent one of the main obstacles to integration. It is
highly unlikely that European and Nordic countries will permit Baltic
utilities to sell power in their markets unless environmental standards are
improved. Two critical issues are the continued operation of the Ignalina
nuclear station, and emissions from oil-shale combustion. New
environmental standards will need to be developed and agreed upon in
advance of integration with Nordic markets.
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Climate policy co-ordination
Given each country's Kyoto commitment, it is important to ensure that
climate policies in each country do not act as a brake on integration. This is
as important for trade among Nordic countries, as it is for Baltic-Nordic
trade. There is a risk that electricity purchases from Baltic countries may be
seen as a substitute for trading of Baltic "hot air". This issue needs to be
resolved before integration will prove acceptable.
Pricing reforms
As for the creation of an internal market, it is important that the prices of
power generated in Baltic States reflect its true costs of production. Existing
price distortions will not be acceptable.
Transparent pricing for use of networks
As with the creation of an internal Baltic market, it is essential that
international actors see transparent and non-discriminatory prices for the use
of networks within the Baltic countries. Access rules need to be consistent
with the EU Electricity Directive.
Utility viability
The precarious financial position of many Baltic utilities makes them risky
partners for trade. Financial performance will have to be improved if risk
profiles are to be acceptable for the purposes of trade. Privatisation should
begin to address this issue.
Interconnections and technical standards
Clearly, international trade requires interconnectors with sufficient capacity.
In addition, the technical standards of transmission and distribution
networks within the Baltic States will have to be of an acceptable level. The
use of these interconnectors needs to be co-ordinated with the internal Baltic
system operation, and clarity given on access tariffs.

6

Conclusions

The EU and the Baltic Council of Ministers are eager to accelerate integration and
co-operation with the Baltic Sea Region. The integration of gas and electricity
networks has been given the highest priority by these political authorities. The
development of a common power market among the Baltic States will take place
in parallel with efforts to integrate the Baltics into neighbouring electricity
markets. Not only are the Baltics on their own a relatively small market, but many
of the conditions for establishing an internal market are also necessary
preconditions for integration.
Our analysis of likely supply and demand developments in the region indicates a
three stage development:
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• In the short term (three to five years), there will be surplus capacity among
the Baltic States, and new investment will largely be in rehabilitation and
for environmental reasons.
• In the medium term (five to fifteen years), a capacity deficit among the
Baltic States will emerge, with consequent pressure to reinvest or import
power. The reduction of the electricity generation capacity must be replaced
by increasing electricity trade, although a priority should be given to
upgrading the capacity which currently functions as a reserve for Ignalina
NPP.
• In the longer term, new supply options to replace the second Ignalina unit
will take place into open market conditions.
Each of the three states is planning a small amount of new renewable capacity,
rehabilitation of existing capacity and networks, and is promoting greater energy
efficiency in end-use. In the medium term, there will be renewed interest in larger
scale generation investments, looking to supply domestic needs and to exploit
export opportunities.
Chapter Five has identified a number of conditions for the establishment of a
market and its integration with neighbouring countries. The most important of
these can be listed as:
• The definition of a suitable market model, which is compatible with
neighbouring markets. This includes definition of third-party access
conditions, customer categories, a time frame for customer choice as well as
transparency and non-discrimination in network tariffs. The rules and
protocols of the market, such as agreements on energy balancing and
ancillary services, need to be established.
• The role and independence of the system operators needs to be clarified and
established. There may be a need to strengthen existing legislation in this
regard. The three Baltic States should agree on which functions should be
performed by a central system operator (DC Baltija).
• The establishment of acceptable environmental standards in the Baltic
States is a necessary precondition before integration can proceed.
Mechanisms should be developed to evaluate the actual environmental
impacts both in accordance with international/EU standards as well as welldefined (measurable) targets/plans for the respective country and the Baltic
region. In addition, there needs to be agreement on climate policy issues.
• Perhaps most importantly, there is a need to co-ordinate plans and
developments with Russia and Belarus. Not only are there physical
interconnections with security of supply issues at stake, but political realities
require that co-ordination and consensus is necessary.
While there is a need for regulatory and tax systems to be compatible, it is not
necessary that they be the same. The experience of the Nordic power market
indicates that a common market can be established, despite differences in national
regulatory and tax regimes. Nevertheless, there needs to be some level of coordination among countries, otherwise participants will feel that the playing field
is not level.
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It is not strictly necessary for a spot market to be established in the Baltic region
(although a mechanism to ensure energy balance will be necessary). Nevertheless,
the establishment of such a market, together with a market operator, can be a
significant advantage. The experiences of the Nordic system, together with the
expertise at Nordpool, will be invaluable here, and will facilitate integration if
compatible market systems are used from the outset.
Both Estonia and Lithuania currently have surplus generating capacity.
Nevertheless, it is quite plausible that this surplus will be eroded if nuclear and
oil-shale capacity is retired for environmental or safety reasons, or if demand
grows more rapidly than we forecast. Thus, while the Baltic countries currently
see export opportunities in integration, it is quite likely that they will become net
importers in the future. This raises the question of the perceived distribution of
benefits from integration, especially if imports lead to electricity price increases.
This problem may raise political difficulties in progressing with integration. In the
short term, we expect to see direct investments being made in the Baltic States on
the basis of the local market only. In the future, investments will take place under
the framework of an integrated market.
While it is necessary that strategies be developed to address the constraints
identified in this report, it is important that these be carefully targeted. There are a
number of concurrent initiatives, at times overlapping, underway with regard to
electricity sector development in the Baltics. Given the limited capacity of the
Baltic authorities, there is a real danger that uncoordinated efforts will fail to
achieve their objectives, thereby frustrating rather than supporting power sector
reform. It is important that greater attention be paid to issues of co-ordination,
including co-ordination among the Baltic States themselves, among bilateral and
multi-lateral initiatives, and co-ordination with the commercial actors involved.
Our recommendations relate both to the orientation of strategies to promote
electricity industry liberalisation and integration, and to specific projects which
can be undertaken under the framework of co-operation agreements. Given the
concern with environmental issues, we emphasise support for policies and
investments that aim to improve the environmental performance of the Baltic
electricity industry.
Two types of general strategies should be pursued. Firstly, strategies to encourage
the process of power sector reform within the Baltic States should be adopted.
This includes support for the development of a market framework; harmonisation
of environmental standards; an implementation framework for climate change
mechanisms; and support for the development of the legal framework.
A Nordic effort to support environmental standards and climate change
mechanisms could be to initiate the establishment of a "baseline" scenario for the
Baltic States. This would make it possible to evaluate the effects of national and
international environmental mechanisms taken in order to reduce the
environmental impacts. In addition a Nordic effort could be to initiate the creation
of a common Nordic/Baltic "emission bubble" for the power sector dealing with
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the problems of burden sharing of greenhouse gas emissions in respect with power
trade (and other flexible mechanisms like Jl-projects etc.).
Secondly, strategies should aim to facilitate the type of investment that is required
in the Baltic power sector. Specific examples of such projects include feasibility
studies for interconnectors (especially Lithuania-Poland); investment in new, and
rehabilitation of existing, CHP projects; and investment in cleaner generation
technologies. Improvement of efficiency in electricity and heat distribution and
consumption has to be given highest priority. A Nordic effort can contribute to
intensification of activities and new projects so that a reduction in distribution and
consumption losses can be substantially detected and proved.
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Appendix I: Energy profile for Estonia
Domestic energy production and consumption
In contrary to its Baltic neighbours Estonia has still the advantage of substantial
indigenous resources. The self-sufficient ratio is currently the highest in the Baltic
States, but it is expected to decrease in the future. From 1990 to 1997 the selfsufficiency ratio has decreased from 63 to 55 per cent.
The most important domestic energy sources are the oil-shale reserves. The
development of the energy industry in Estonia has primarily been connected with
the availability of this local resource. About 90 per cent of the oil-shale
production is used as fuel input for the power generation sector. Other local
resources are extensive resources of peat and fuel wood.
Total energy consumption was 5,5 Mtoe in 1997. Interuptions of Russian energy
supplies and the sharp increase in energy prices led to a drastic reduction of
energy consumption in Estonia in 1992. Energy use has become more efficient in
the past few years.
The reduction in energy use has been dramatic in construction, agriculture and
industry. In these sectors the reduction is directly related to the decrease in
production volumes.
Table A 1: Summary Energy Balance of Estonia 1990-1997
1990

1992

1994

1996

1997 °

Primary production (ktoe)

5,302

4,373

3,688

3,684

3,857

Oil-shale

4,969

4,046

3,246

3,276

333

328

442

407

-

Net import (ktoe)

3,157

1,598

1,817

1,718

2,570

Consumption (ktoe)

8,459

5,971

5,505

5,381

5,530

Petroleum products
Natural gas

3,053
1,211

1,251

1,251

1,028

710|

506

621

Oil-shale

3,649

3,534

3,296

3,306

Other

546

477

441

427

Import dependence (%)

373

2M

33

31,5

Other

30,3

Source:The EU-directorate-General for Research, 1997. 1997 figures from Baltic Energy Database, Danish
Energy Management, 1999

Organisation of the energy sector
The Estonian energy enterprises are in a process of restructuring. When the state
regained its independence the energy supply industry was organised in a number
of state owned monopolies covering all energy supply, excluding the district
heating system. The largest energy enterprises in Estonia are AS Eesti Energia,
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AS Eesti Polevkivi and AS Eesti Gas. There are in addition approximately 400
private companies trading with fuels and approximately 240 municipal owned
peat suppliers. The district heating enterprises are mostly owned by the local
municipalities.
The deregulation and restructuring was initially enforced in coal and oil markets
and was followed by the liberalisation of the gas market, which gave incentives
for changes in ownership. Eesti Gas became a joint-stock company owned by two
large European gas companies (the Russian RAO Gasprom and the German
Ruhrgas AG), the Estonian State, investment funds and private owners. The
electricity and oil-shale suppliers are still the two remaining state-owned
companies. The Energy Department of the Ministry of Economic Affairs controls
these enterprises via their Administrative Boards.
The decision to restructure the electricity sector was taken by the Government in
1996. A decision was taken to restructure the state owned enterprise Eesti Energia
into Eesti Energia Ltd. The process has resulted in a new organisational structure
for the company from April 1999. According to the new organisation Eesti
Energia AS deals with three main areas:
• production organised in two subsidiaries Iru Power Plant and Narva Power
Plants,
• transmission, organised in the National Power Grid and the Despatch
Centre,
• distribution, organised in the Distribution Company
So far, Kotla Jarve power plant, Ahtme plant, the Laanemaa and Narva Electrical
Networks and the district heating company Tallinna Soojusvork have separated
from the previous integrated system of Eesti Energia. Other power plants and
distribution networks will be gradually transferred to joint-stock companies with
private interests with some equity remaining with the state. The majority holding
of the shares of the large power generation plants is likely to remain with the state.
The transmission network is expected to stay under state ownership, due to the
special role and responsibilities of the transmission system operator in a more
liberalised electricity sector.

Regulation of the electricity sector
The Government of Estonia is responsible for approving prices of electricity and
oil shale. The Energy Act of January 1998 established two supervisory authorities
for the energy sector, the Technical Inspectorate and the Energy Market
Inspectorate.
Different key roles in the Energy sector can be illustrated by the organisational
chart below, which shows responsibility for policy, environmental and financial
issues. The present structure of the ministry of Economic Affairs is relatively new
and has undergone several reorganisations since independence.
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Figure A 1: Key administration of the Estonian Energy sector
State Assembly
Executive
Government

r

r

Ministry of
Environment

Ministry of
Economy

r

Ministry of
Finance
r

Technical
Inspectorate

w

Energy Market
Inspectorate

Dept. of
Energy Policy

w

Competition
Board

Dept. of Energy
Development

The Energy Market Inspectorate has the authority to:
• supervise the fuel and electricity markets
• issue, revoke and supervise compliance with fuel and energy market
licences
• review the financial performance of dominating fuel and energy traders
• stipulate pricing principles, review and approve prices of fuel and energy
sold by the dominating traders on the market
• review and approve fees for connection to the grids and terms for
connection contracts
• monitor the quality of fuel and electricity being sold
• co-ordinate activities for conservation of energy and environment
• facilitate exercise of the rights for consumer protection granted by
Consumer Protection Act
• establish temporary fees for fuel and energy or for transport, transmission
and distribution where the company does not comply with principles issued
by the Inspectorate
• represent Estonia in international organisations and co-operate with sister
authorities in other countries.
The National Board of Technical Inspectorate issues technical licenses to the
energy utilities for production, storage and transport of fuel, heat and power, as
well as technical inspection certificate to attest that the technical requirements
have been fulfilled by the energy utilities.
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The power sector in Estonia is dominated by the stock company Eesti Energia
(Estonia Energy). While a joint stock company, it is under the Ministry of
Economic Affairs, which appoints the board of the company.
Eesti Energia, as with almost all energy companies in the countries in transition,
has had substantial problems collecting bills from customers and conversely has
been slow to pay its suppliers. In September 1993, it was owed 291 million
Estonian Kroon, by customers and in turn owed 275 million EEK to the oil-shale
company. Most of the amount owed by customers was more related to heat rather
than electricity sales. One major result of this financial squeeze is to limit the
scope of capital improvements.

Electricity prices
When Estonia began to introduce reforms aimed at switching over to a normal
market economy, it was inevitable that the prices of local fuels had to rise. The
prices on fuels and energy have constantly increased.
At present electricity is still the only artificially controlled price, partly because
the accounting system in use does not adequately incorporate the cost of raw
materials (i.e. oil-shale) or environmental factors, and partly due to the social
hardship which would arise from higher tariffs.
The real average price of electricity was 51 EEcents/kWh in 1998, the growth
being by 14.4 per cent when compared to the price in 1997. In 1997 the average
price of oil-shale based electricity has reached the level of Norwegian hydro based
electricity power (including taxes), but electricity prices remains still significantly
below the price level of other European countries, including the relatively low
prices of electricity in Finland and Sweden.
Table A 2: Average price of electricity (excluding VAT), EECents/kWh
Price level 1998

% real increase 1996/97 to 1997/98

Industry

46.2

6%

Households

62.1

20%

Note: I EEK=0,063 ECU

Electricity demand and supply balance
Electricity demand has been dominated by the industrial sectors. Nevertheless
since 1990, the structure of demand has changed rapidly with industrial use of
electricity declining relatively more than in other sectors.
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Figure A 2: Domestic use of electricity, Estonia 1990-98, TWh

-2,0
-3,0
1990

1996

1997

1998

I Industry • Other DOwn use and energy sector D Losses
Source IEA, 1996
Note: Statistical weaknesses do not allow a full and precise breakdown on sectors.

The lower demand has been due to both the decline in industrial production and
increasing electricity prices. The fall has been noticeable for such energyintensive products as mineral fertilisers, pulp and paper, and building materials.
For example in the 1991-93 period, production of fertilisers dropped 13 fold,
electric motors 10 fold, and concrete panels by 7 fold. The pulp and paper
industry has practically vanished from Estonia. Electricity use has also decreased
considerably in agriculture.
On the contrary, the share of household consumption has increased significantly
throughout the years with over 60 per cent increase from 1990 to 1998. This is the
result of increased use of household appliances and low costs of electricity
heating.
Other sectors should however continue its growth in response to the improving
economic situation and to the sectional shifts towards the service sector.
There is in Estonia a relative important use of electricity in the energy sector
itself. This is primarily due to the consumption of electricity in the oil-shale
extraction, the primary fuel for power production. While a net importer of energy
as a whole, Estonia had in the Soviet system the role of being a net electricity
exporter due to the utilisation of its oil-shale resources. The main markets were,
and still are, Russia and Latvia. The new national borders, payment problems and
the decline in electricity demand in the neighbouring countries have combined to
give a sharp decline in exports (see Table A 3). Domestic supply of electricity has
stabilised in the most recent years.
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Table A 3: Estonian Electricity Supply and demand, 1980-96, TWh gross
1980

1985

1990

1994

Production

18,9

17,8

17,2

9,2

+ Imports

0,4

0,3

- Exports

-11,1

1,4
-9,8

1,5
-8,5

-1,5

8,2

9,4

10,2

8,0

Domestic Supply

1995

1996

1997

1998

8,7

9,2

9,2

8,5

0,2

0,2

-

-

-1,0

-1,1

1,9

1,8

7,9

6,4

6,5

6,3

Source: 1980-1996-figures - IEA, Basic energy statistics for non-OECD countries
1997/1998 figures - Eesti Energia AS, AS Narva Elektrivork AS an AS Lannemaa Elektrivork

Oil-shale is Estonia's most important domestic energy source and provides
practically all of the electricity power combined with a very small use of gas,
imported from Russia. About 90 per cent of the oil-shale production is used as
fuel input for the power generation sector. Utilisation of the oil-shale as an energy
source began already in 1924, but most capacity was built in the 1950's through
early 1970's after pulverised combustion of shale became feasible. The electricity
capacity is on average more than 25 years old.
While oil-shale has allowed Estonia some degree of energy self-sufficiency, oilshale is a poor energy source. It has an energy content of about one third of hard
coal and has both a high ash and sulphur content. Further, oil-shale reserves are
decreasing and mining costs are increasing.
There are sufficient capacity and reserves of oil-shale to meet the short-term
electricity demand, but in the long term production of oil share is bound to
decline. Eesti Energia plans for the next renewal of its boilers to invest in
fluidised bed combustion, which will add substantially to the costs of electricity
production, compared with the current boilers. The replacement of the production
from oil-shale with other imported fuels, such as gas, coal or electricity imports,
will be the major future challenge to the Estonian electricity sector.
Table A 4:

Generation Capacity in Estonia, 1995
Total Capacity

Units

MW

MW

Eesti Power Plant

1610

Baltic Power Plant

1435

Fuel

First Year of
Operation

8 X 200 MW

oil-shale

1969

8X90MW
4 X 180 MW

oil-shale

1959

Eesti Energia
Company

Industrial CHP
IRU

190

fuel oil/ gas

1978

Kohtla-Jarve

39

oil-shale

1951

Ahtme

20

oil-shale

1950

Ulemisti

11

fuel oil/natural

TOTAL

3306

Source: IEA, Electricity in European Economies in Transition.
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Transmission and distribution are handled via 5 000 km of 110-330 kV lines,
19 000 km of 6-35 kV lines and 33 000 km of 0.4 kV lines.
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Appendix II: Energy profile for Latvia
Domestic energy production and consumption
Latvia has nearly no indigenous resources and must rely almost completely on
imports to meet domestic demands. Historically the import dependency has been
very high; about 80 per cent in the period from 1990-1996. In 1997 and 1998 the
dependency rate has declined to approximately 57 per cent.
Hydropower is the only significant part of indigenous production. It is almost
exclusively generated by three power stations along the Daugava River.
There has been a significant decrease of primary production from 1990 to 1996.
The 1996 primary production was 640 ktoe, which is only about one third of the
1990 level. In 1997 and 1998 there has been an increase in primary production
which is very close to the 1990 level. This can be explained by increased
economic activity with real economic growth rates of 9 and 4 per cent in 1997 and
1998 respectively. Another reason is the increase in the country's electricity
production (and export) due to efficiency gains in the power system (reduction of
losses, improved balance of hydropower production).
Since 1992 the government of Latvia has been negotiating with AMOCO Co. for
oil prospecting in the Baltic Sea in the vicinity of the Swedish and FSU borders.
The data, obtained by Latvian geologists in co-operation with their Russian
colleagues by 1991, were bought by the Swedish company Oljeprospecting AB
(OPAB). In the autumn of 1995 the Latvia Government signed an agreement with
AMOCO and OPAB concerning oil prospecting in the Baltic Sea. The total cost
of the project over the estimated 25 years of its duration could reach over
USD 1 000 million. The foreign companies have agreed to cover all costs of the
project.
The rapid decline in the general economic situation after regaining independence
was clearly reflected in the reduction of energy consumption that shrank by 57 per
cent from 1990 to 1996 (from 9,2 Mtoe to 4,0 Mtoe). From 1996 to 1998 the
energy consumption has increased by 11 per cent due to the higher economic
activity, but energy consumption is still below the 1990 level.
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Table A 5: Summary Energy balances of Latvia
1990

1992

1994

1996

1997

1998*

Primary Production (ktoe)

1837

501

993

640

1660

1892

Primary electricity

1 152

318

844

526

-

-

Other (peat)

685

184

149

114

Net imports (ktoe)

7 337

5 029

3 455

3 261

2 979

3 060

Consumption (ktoe)

9 173

5 530

4 413

3 902

3 885

4 383

Coal
Petroleum products

710

238

119

129

3 356

2 447

2 050

1340

2 353

1301

819

829

2 070

1360

1310

1489

Other(peat)

685

184

114

114

Import dependence (%)

80

90,9

78,3

83,6

57,3

56,8

Natural gas
Primary Electricity

Source: EU Directorate-General for Research, 1997, if not otherwise specified
97/98 figures are taken from the Baltic Energy Database, Danish Energy Management, 1999

Organisation of the energy sector
The largest energy enterprises in Latvia are: Latvenego, Ventspils Nafta, Latvijas
Gaze, Riga Siltums, Latvijas Nafta and the Despatch Centre Baltija. The local
municipalities own a large number of the district heating suppliers.
The restructuring of the largest energy enterprises started, similarly to Estonia,
within the oil and gas industries. The largest oil and petroleum producer,
Ventspils Nafta, was a state owned joint stock company. This is the largest utility
on the Baltic seashore and is connected with pipelines for crude oil with Russia
and for gasoline with Russia, Belarus and Lithuania. An extensive reconstruction
and expansion of the company is in full progress and new capacity is under
construction. In October 1997 the state owned company Ventspils Nafta merged
with the joint stock Company LASAM. Consequently the private capital in the
new company increased to 37 per cent and five million shares of Ventspils Nafta
(approxaimtely five per cent) were offered to the public.
Latvijas Gaze, the natural gas monopoly, was a state owned joint stock company,
transformed in 1993 from the state enterprise Latvijas Gaze. In 1997 Latvijas
Gaze reached an agreement with Ruhrgas and Preussen Electra consortium on
purchase of 32,5 per cent shares (16,25 per cent each), which means that a foreign
capital of USD 50 million is invested in the company.
The heat distribution company in the Riga district, Riga Siltums, is a joint stock
company owned by the municipality and Latvenego (49 per cent each) and a
commercial bank (two per cent).
Latvenego, the electricity monopoly, is a state owned joint stock company and has
vertically integrated activities of electricity generation, transmission, distribution
and supply. The process of restructuring started in 1996 and as a result it was
decided to reform the structure to consist of one mother company and 17
subsidiaries; 12 dealing with generation, transmission and distribution of
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electricity and five having service functions. This process was implemented in
1997. Latvenego is now subordinated to the Privatisation Agency for its ruling in
order to complete the process. The privatisation of Latvenego is a process of high
complexity due to the existing structure and the urgent need to solve liquidity
problems. One option is to gradually privatise separate power plants and service
functions, while the transmission grid will be owned by the state.
The dispatch centre DC Baltija is a joint venture of electricity transmission
systems of the three Baltic States, which operates and controls the transmission
system, regulates the power balance and deals with transmission capacity control.
The three Baltic States via their large electricity generation monopolies jointly
own the company. Its operation is based on contracts signed by electricity
generation and transmission utilities of the Baltic States, the Russian North West
Power System and the Belarus Power System.

Regulation of the electricity sector
The public administrative structure and the regulation of the Energy sector are not
fully implemented because the Energy Law, which was decided in September
1998, is still under implementation. The energy administration structure, which is
currently under process of changing, can be illustrated in Figure A 3.
Figure A 3: Key administration of the Latvian Energy sector
Parliament
Energy
Consumers
Committee

Ministry of
Environment

Executive
Government

Ministry of
Economy

Privatisation
Agency

Ministry of
Finance

Energy Regulatory
Council

The energy industry administration is executed by the Ministry of Economy. The
main tasks of the Ministry of Economy are to develop draft laws and other
legislative documents and to organise international co-operation. The Energy
Department is a structural unit in the Ministry of Economy. The responsibilities of
this department are to analyse the energy resource balance and investment projects
in energy, to co-ordinate efficient use of energy resources and to prepare
international agreements in energy.
The Energy Regulatory Council performs the regulation of the Energy sector in
Latvia as a state institution supervised by the Ministry of Economy. The Council
was established in September 1995 and was organised to include the Licensing
Office as a structural unit. The Council has its legal status stipulated in the Law on
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Regulation of Entrepreneurship Activities in Energy Industries and is financed by
the Government budget. The Council's members represent different ministries,
large energy monopolies, local authorities and consumers and the Chairman of the
board is appointed by the Cabinet of Ministers for a period of four years. The
tasks for the Council are to:
• issue licenses for energy enterprises
• present methods for calculation, review and approve the tariffs calculated by
the enterprises
• promote efficient operation of energy supply enterprises and encourage use
of domestic renewable energy resources
• supervise the energy enterprises' compliance with legislative requirements
• make norms for supervision and regulation and to develop explanations of
the norms regulating the energy supply
• to decide about disputes between energy consumers and suppliers and make
decisions that are binding for both parties and can be appealed in Court of
Law
• to publish a report on the Councils' activities in the official newspaper of
the Republic of Latvia.
The Latvian Privatisation Agency is a state owned non-profit share holding
company, with the Ministry of Economy as a shareholder. The Cabinet of
Ministers manages the company. Its objective is to ensure privatisation of state
owned properties including energy enterprises under transition.
The Cabinet of Ministers establishes the Energy Consumers Committee, inviting
seven representatives of energy users from public organisations, their unions,
legal entities etc. The tasks are to present the interest of all groups of energy users,
to provide information and reports to the regulator on the situation of the users'
position and to provide information to energy users.
Non-payment for energy supplies is a serious problem in Latvia. Total debts to
Latvenego increased sharply during 1994 but were reduced again during 1995. At
the end of 1995, debts to the company in local currency were about the same as in
1993. However, even when the non-payments are recuperated, Latvenego bears a
loss caused by high inflation rates eroding the real value. Debts to Latvenego
amounted at the end of 1995 to about USD 90 million. A major part of this - about
70 per cent - are due to non-payments for heat deliveries. Non-payments for
electricity supplies accounted for a little more than 20 per cent of the debts. As a
consequence of the non-payments, Latvenego's own indebtedness has increased.
The most important creditor is Latvijas Gaze, which again has experienced
difficulties in paying for the imported Russian gas. According to the Latvian
Ministry of Economy prospects is that debts to Latvenego should decrease.
Apparently, the company has adopted a firmer policy of disconnecting non-paying
clients.
The financial situation has been improved within the last years. In 1998, the profit
of Latvenego was 50 mill lats. The result was obtained through:
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• reduction of electricity losses
• increased efficiency of CHP plants
• better balancing of the operation of hydro and CHP plants
• more efficient trade of electricity on the Baltic electricity market (20 mill
lats comes from sale of the power produced of the hydro power plant on
Daugava).
Since 1998 intensive rehabilitation of the energy sector was initiated. A total of 53
million lats were invested, for example in restoration of the electric lines and high
voltage sub stations. Invest of further 64 million lats are expected in 1999.

Electricity prices
Electricity prices are - as in the other Baltic countries - government regulated and
prices have been held at low levels. The average tariff remained practically
unchanged from 1993 to 1995, which meant that the real value of Latvenego's
revenues in this period was seriously undermined by the high rates of inflation.
The same policy was followed for heat prices, which together with non-payments
for both heat and electricity as well as an unknown amount of illegal non-metered
use of electricity has jeopardised Latvenego's financial situation. Since early 1995,
there has been a policy of increasing electricity prices at rates higher than
inflation. It is estimated that the average tariff increased about 25 per cent in real
terms from 1995 to 1996. Residential/commercial electricity prices during this
period were increased much faster than prices for industry and now exceed these,
see Table A 6. The table shows the change in the maximum prices, Latvenego is
allowed by the government to charge. There is no information on how the
substantial increase in residential maximum prices is implemented in practice.
Table A 6: Estimated average electricity prices (excluding taxes) LVL/kWh,
Latvia, 1995/96
Price level 1996

% real increase 1995 to 1996

Industry

0.045

10

Households

0^063

45

Source: Latvenego annual report, Ministry of Economy, Economic development of Latvia, and ECON
estimates.
Note: 1 LVL=1.51 ECU

The level of electricity prices is significantly lower than in Western Europe and
lower than the economic cost of supply. A particular issue for the electricity
pricing is the dependence on imports. Price increases in the countries supplying
Latvia, i.e. Estonia and Russia, forces higher prices.
New electricity prices have come into force since July 1996. The new tariff
structure depends on the electricity supply voltage in the grid. Tariffs are divided
into three voltage levels: 0,4 kV; 6 to 20 kV; 110 kV and higher. In dependence of
these various price factors the current average electricity price for residential
consumers (without VAT) at night is about Ls 0,06/kWh and at day time about
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0,08 Ls/kWh. For industry consumers the average electricity tariffs at night is
about 0,040 Ls/kWh and at day time 0,057 Ls/kWh.

Electricity demand and supply balance
Of all the Baltic States, Latvia is the poorest in energy resources and the only one
that depends on electricity imports. In 1995, net electricity imports met about 40
per cent of domestic demand. With limited domestic ability to increase electricity
production this dependence is likely to increase as economic growth increases
demand.
Domestic electricity use has declined by more than one third since independence.
While all sectors have shown absolute declines over that period, the decline in
demand has been most important for industry, see Figure A 4. According to the
statistics - which do not appear entirely reliable with regard to the sectoral
breakdown - the decline in other sector's demand is first of all due to a decline in
the use of electricity in agriculture, whereas the declines in electricity use in the
residential and commercial sectors have been much smaller.
Figure A 4: Domestic use of electricity, Latvia, 1988-96, TWh

-1,0-

-2,0

J

1988

1992

1996

I Industry M Other D Own use and energy sector B Losses
Source: IEA, Basic energy statistics for non-OECD countries

Latvia imports electricity from Estonia and Russia and wheels power from
Estonia/Russia to Lithuania. The import dependence has declined since the 1980s,
but net-imports have accounted for 30 to 50 per cent of the domestic needs from
1980 to 1997. Due to more efficient use of the electricity capacity only eight per
cent of the domestic electricity consumption was purchased from foreign
producers in 1998.
Electricity imports have shifted away from Russia to the other Baltic countries principally Estonia. The Baltic Dispatch Centre is located in Riga and traditionally
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Latvia has served as a transit point for electricity going to Lithuania and the Pskov
region of Russia.
Table A 7: Electricity Supply and Demand, Latvia, 1980-98, TWh
1980

1985

1990

1994

1995

1996

1997*

1998*

4.7

5.0

6.6

4.4

4.0

3.1

4.2

5.8

+ Imports

5.9

8.4

7.1

2.6

2.6

3.4

1.7

0.5

- Exports

-2.4

-3.9

-3.6

-0.8

-0.4

-0.2

-0.2

0.2

8.2

9.4

10.2

6.3

6.7

6.3

6.2

6.5

Production

Domestic Supply
Source:
*

1980-96 figures -IEA Basic energy statistics for non-OECD countries. 1997-98 - AVEC/
ECON's estimate for production and import figures for 1997 and 1998

Domestic electricity capacity in Latvia consists of 1 487 MW of hydro and
520 MW of thermal (CHP units in Riga) all of which is controlled by the state
company, Latvenego. The hydro power capacity represents between 70 and 80 per
cent of the potential but there is only little scope for further exploitation of the
remaining hydro resources. A proposal to build two new large hydro units was
cancelled for environmental reasons.
The hydro capacity is located in three facilities on the Duagava River. Due to
small reservoirs, utilisation rates are low and the production is quite seasonal
following the water flows. Almost two thirds of hydro electricity is produced in
the spring months of March, April, and May. In this period practically all of the
supplies are from the hydro plants. In the high demand winter season, hydro
contributes only relatively little to supplies. For example, in the two high load
months, December and January, only 15 per cent of demand is met by
hydropower. Given that all of the thermal capacity is co-generation plants, the
electricity production from this source follows the seasonal demand variation to a
certain extent being geared to the heat demand, but the major part of the seasonal
demand swings are, however, covered with imports.
The daily hydro storage facilities are used for frequency and needle-peak
regulation for Latvia and the other Baltic countries.
Hydro capacity is old and in need of reconstruction. The European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) has recently agreed to lend
USD 34 million for reconstruction of two oldest hydro stations, Kegums and
Plavinas.7 The upgrading does not appreciably affect capacity but serves to
improve overall operational efficiency, extend the lifetime, and reduce operational
and maintenance costs. The loan is controversial with disagreement as to whether
the existing electricity price level is sufficient to cover debt repayment and could
strain Latvia's ability to service its foreign debt.

Part of a USD76.2 million programme to be provided over 5 years to Latvenego.
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The most logical ways of increasing electricity capacity is via CHP. Only the
capital, Riga, currently has installed CHP and in the other major towns of Liepaja,
Andreysalas, and Daugaspils CHP is an option.
Table A 8:

Generation Capacity in Latvia, 1995
Total Capacity
(MW)

Fuel

First Year of Operation

1957

Latvenego
Riga TEC-1
RigaTEC-2

130

natural gas, fuel oil, peat

390

natural gas, fuel oil

Riga Hydro

402

hydro

1976

Kegums

260

hydro

twounitsl939& 1979

Plavinas

825

hydro

1966

TOTAL

2007

Source: IEA, Electricity in European countries in transition.

Latvenego also controls transmission and distribution. Transmission lines consist
of 1 245 km of 330 kV and 3 458 km of 110 kV. Distribution lines consist of
28 600 km of 20 kV, 2 300 km of 10 kV, 928 km of 6 kV, and 65 300 of 0.4 kV.
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Appendix III: Energy profile for
Lithuania
Domestic energy production and consumption
Lithuania has few indigenous energy resources and approximpately 95 per cent of
its primary energy must be imported, mainly from Russia.
Electricity production is dominated by the nuclear power plant Ignalina. The
nuclear fuel for the power plant is imported from Russia. It has been decided that
the oldest unit (unit 1) of Ignalina will finally be closed by 2005. Without further
upgrading of existing power plants or investment in new capacity, geenration
capacity will be dramatically reduced.
There are some recent developments in prospects for indigenous oil and gas
resources. For example Lithuania has become an oil producing country with the
development of the Genciai field by Svenska Petroleum, plus a few other fields. It
is planned to develop onshore oil reserves under licence. The development of
these reserves will not be sufficient enough to meet Lithuania" energy needs, but
they can provide a significant contribution to the country's demand.
The national authorities in Lithuania express great concern about the political and
economic consequences of the energy dependence on Russia. After the collapse of
the FSU energy production, consumption and trade shrank sharply from 1991 to
1994: net energy trade by 60 per cent, gross domestic consumption by almost 50
per cent, electricity generation by 60 per cent, total final energy demand by almost
60 per cent.
The energy imports are also a main financial burden. In 1994 Lithuania had the
highest debt levels for deliveries of energy sources (300 billion rubels). Petroleum
products contributed the major share of about 70 per cent of Lithuania's net
imports in 1995. But this share is expected to decline in the next years in favour of
gas. One reason for this is the planned conversion of oil fired boilers in CHP
generation to gas fired. As Lithuania's consumption moves towards natural gas
this fuel is expected to account for 70 per cent of total imports in the year 2000.
Lithuania is a net exporter of electricity (see below) exporting to Belarus, Latvia
and Russia.
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Table A 9: Summary Energy balances of Lithuania
1990

1992

1994

1996

Primary production (ktoe)

4 631

4 095

2 437

3 961

Primary electricity

4 368

3 792

2 090

3 604

263

303

347

357

Net imports (ktoe)

9 258

6 672

5 962

4 329

Consumption (ktoe)

13 889

10 767

8 399

8 290

Coal
Petroleum products

973

625

278

139

6 051

5 272

3 768

3 361

Natural gas

5 182

2 859

1718

2 234

Primary Electricity

1430

1757

2 378

2 328

Other)

253

253

258

228

Import dependence (%)

66,7

62

71

52,2

Other

1997

1998

8 800

9 280

Source: 1990-1996-figures EU Directorate-General for research, P. 127, estimated based on Baltic energy
database, energy balance 1997-98.

Organisation of the energy sector
The Lithuanian energy sector is still dominated by vertically integrated
monopolies, although restructuring has started. The largest energy sector
companies are Lietuvos Energija, Ignalina State Nuclear Power Plant, Vilnius
CHPP, Kaunas CHPP, Lithuanian Gas, Stella Vitae, Lithuanian Fuel, petroleum
suppliers and local DH companies.
Like the two other Baltic States, deregulation has firstly taken place in the oil and
gas supply sector. The Lithuanian oil and petroleum industry is vertically
unbundled and deregulated. The refineries, pipelines and oil harbours are operated
by different companies e.g. Klaipida Oil Harbour, Butinge Oil Harbour, Mazeikiai
Oil Refinery, Birzai Oil Transport Company, etc, different retailers like Statoil,
Lukoil, Shell etc. The gas sector is currently dominated by the vertically
integrated, state owned Lithuanian Gas Company. But the private company Stella
Vitae buys gas from Gasprom on the state border and sells to Lithuanian Gas as
well as to some end consumers and consequently uses the access to the
distribution network of Lithuanian Gas.
Lietuvos Energija is a joint stock company with the State as a main shareholder
(86,5 per cent), Vattenfall AB (approximately 8 per cent) and others. The
company is responsible for the electricity supply in the country. Before 1997 it
was owner of the entire electricity and heat system, except for the Ignalina NPP.
In 1997 the district heating utilities, together with the two CHP Plants of Vilnius
and Kaunas was separated and transferred to the local municipalities. The JSC
Lietuvos Energija is after the separation still the largest vertically integrated
monopoly, with main activities of conventional thermal and hydropower
generation, transmission, distribution and electricity supply. It has also a function
of single buyer and supplier of electricity network services through agreements
with Ignalina NPP and Vilnius and Kaunas CHPP for buying their energy and
selling to end consumers. The current organisation, which is under restructuring,
has eleven core subsidiaries under the central administrative office:
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• four production subsidiaries: Lithuanian Power Plant, Mazeikiai CHPP,
Kaunas HPP and Kruonis HPP,
• seven district distribution companies,
• other ancillary and service subsidiaries.
The state enterprise Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant generates more than 70 per cent
of the electricity in Lithuania and is a main source of electricity exports to the
other Baltic States.
The largest separated CHPP are owned by the municipalities in Kaunas, Vilnius
and Klaipida and a few CHPP as well as small-scale hydro power plants are
owned by industrial enterprises.
Local municipalities, industrial and commercial users and private owners of parts
of the pipeline systems and heat generation units, own the Lithuanian district
heating enterprises.

Regulation of the electricity sector
The present Government of Lithuania, appointed at the beginning of 1997, started
to implement a broad programme of restructuring and privatisation of the
infrastructure industries like energy and communication. The Ministry of Energy
supervised the energy sector until December 1996, when the administrative
structure changed and the energy administration was integrated in the Ministry of
Economy. The energy sector administration is illustrated in Figure A 5.
Figure A 5: Administration of the Lithuanian Energy sector
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There are several energy regulatory institutions established in 1997 and still under
development. The Law on Energy, with its latest amendments, was decided by the
Parliament in March 1998 and is still under implementation. The Lithuanian
National Control Commission for Energy Pricing and Energy Activities was
established in March 1995. The legal basis for the Commission is the Energy
Law, as amended in 1998 and the Government Work Regulation "National
Control Commission for Energy Pricing and Energy Activities". The Commission
reports to the President and is financed by the Government budget. The members
of the Commission are proposed by the Government and appointed by the
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President for a period of five years. The main objectives of the Commission are,
similar to the Energy Market Inspectorate in Estonia and the Energy Regulatory
Council in Latvia, to set principles for energy pricing, to analyse and approve the
energy prices and tariffs and to implement energy policy goals.
The tasks and authorities of the Commission are to:
• analyse the main economic issues within the energy sector, including
investments
• Present pricing principles and methods for electricity, district heating,
natural gas etc.
• supervise and control validity of and approve prices and tariffs calculated by
the energy suppliers
• control the implementation of the energy efficiency programmes
• consider, in the area of its skills, complaints from consumers and disputes
between energy consumer and suppliers in order to protect consumers'
interests
• submit proposals and recommendations to the President and the
Government and, in case of violations determined by the Commission, to
the prosecutors office.
The State Energy Inspectorate within the Ministry of Economy carries out the
state supervision over energy equipment in order to ensure reliable, efficient and
safe supply and utilisation of the energy resources. It has the authority of granting
licences for transportation and distribution of oil and gas, generation, transmission
and distribution of heat and electricity and operation of energy equipment. The
Inspectorate shall not exercise state supervision over nuclear power equipment.
The Energy Agency is a state enterprise, founded by the Ministry of Economy.
The Energy Agency works out draft programmes of the National Energy Strategy
and economical and efficient use of energy resources, organises- their
implementation and drafts legislation.
The Competition Board regulates the activities of all monopolies in Lithuania,
except for the energy sector. The Competition Board has little role in the energy
sector.
The State Nuclear Power Safety Inspectorate is responsible to ensure that the
operation of Ignalina NPP is performed in full compliance with the requirements
imposed by national and international regulations. In 1992 Lithuania entered the
Agreement with the Atomic Energy Agency for the application of Safeguards
valid for the members of the Agency and later on signed the agreement of the
Nuclear Safety Convention. The Inspectorate, besides its funding from the state
budget, uses assistance and support from various countries and International
programmes and institutions.
The Energy Regulation Law is under development. A draft of the Energy
Regulation Law was prepared by an international team and funded from the EU
Phare Programme. According to the draft a new Commission, the Energy
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Regulatory Commission, may emerge after restructuring of the National Control
Commission of Energy Prices and Energy Activities. The new Commission will:
• Issue licences for energy activities
• Fix and control energy prices for the regulated energy utilities,
• Control the performance standards of these utilities
• Protect consumer interests
According to the draft the State Energy Inspectorate should report to the Energy
Regulatory Commission. A new control institution, the Consumer Protection
Council, is suggested in the draft.
The electricity sector is state owned and under the Ministry of Energy. The
principal company is Lietuvos Energija (LE), which controls all thermal capacity,
the transmission grid, and the seven distribution companies. LE is also charged
with inter-company trade and exports.
The nuclear power plant is owned by the Ignalina Power Company, which is an
independent state entity apart from LE. It sells all its electricity including that for
exports to LE. This is not an always happy relationship. LE is owed
USD 95 million by its customers and it in turn owes Ignalina USD 75 million for
electricity. Ignalina has sued and won a court judgement for payment, but does
not seem likely to collect the money soon. This inability of customers to pay bills
combined with price regulations that keep prices below cost are serious problems
for both operational issues and privatisation. When concidering the activities of
LE also includes district heating which is the most protected sector.
Table A 10: Lietuvos Energija, 1994 income, USD million
Electricity

Heat

Sales Volumes, TWh

7,6

12,7

Average Revenue, US
cents/kWh
Revenues

2,3

10,7

172,2

135,8
21,5

307,9

Government Heat Subsidies

Total

21,5

Expenses
Fuel

22,1

149,8

Salaries and Wages

19,5

15,7

171,8
35,2

Operation and Management

28,0

47,4

75,5

Ignalina Purchases

93,5

0,0

93,5

Other
Depreciation

1,1
12,6
8,9

1,0
7,5

2,1
20,1

0,1
-64,3

9,0

Interest
Net Income

-13,4

Source: World Bank, internal working paper, 1996.
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The 1994 financial results show a net loss of USD 78 million and a negative cash
flow of more than USD 50 million. The real losses however are actually much
higher when the fact that depreciation is based on historical investment costs (also
for Ignalina) and have been eroded by inflation.
Due to its major nuclear facility, Lithuania is a net electricity exporter and at its
peak production levels in 1991 was exporting as much electricity as it was
consuming domestically. Since the peak however, exports have fallen by almost
half and domestic consumption by almost a third. In 1994, operational problems at
the Ignalina plant resulted in the country for the first time becoming a netimporter of electricity.

Electricity prices
In recent years energy prices increased and the introduction of the cost recover
principle have been introduced step by step.
The regulatory body as in the other Baltic countries approves prices. LE purchases
electricity from Ignalina NPP at a price of 59 LTL/MWh (1998) and sells directly
to the consumers. In addition to the purchase price from Ignalina, LE pays a fixed
annual amount in a take or pay agreement. LE purchase electricity from Vilnius
CHP and Kaunus CHP at a price of 99.6 and 137.5 LTL/MWh respectively. The
production costs were: at Lithuanian TPP 113.4 LTL/MWh, Mazeikiai CHP 118.3
LTL/MWh and Kruonis HPSPP 48.5 LTL/MWh (not including electricity for
pumping) and Kaunus HPP 10 LTL/MWh.
The average electricity tariff at the consumer level is presently 167 LTL/MWh.
Table A 11: Average Electricity Tariffs (excluding Vat), LTLCt/kWh
1997

1998
14.2

Residential sector

13.9
15.4

Agriculture

14.3

14.8

Other consumers

17.3

16.8

Average Tariff

15.0

15.4

Industry

16.7

Note: LTL=0.226 ECU

LE is to request a substantial increase in electricity tariffs starting next year
(2000). The hike proposed would average 30 per cent across all sectors. The need
for the increase is attributed to lower production from the Ignalina nuclear power
plant.

Electricity demand and supply balance
From 1988 to 1996, domestic demand has dropped by approximately 50 per cent.
Among the main consuming sectors, the greatest decline was in industry, see
Figure A 6. Residential electricity use has remained almost constant, whereas
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there has been a sharp decline in commercial and agriculture (also here the
statistical information incomplete and inconsistent).
Figure A 6: Domestic use of electricity, Lithuania, 1988-96, TWh

1988

1992

1996

I Industry II Other • Own use and energy sector H Losses
Source: IEA, Basic energy statistics of non-OECD countries.

The regional supply balance was the rationale for the Soviet development of the
huge Lithuanian capacity. Lithuania was crucial for supply to Kalingrad and
logistically favourable for supplies to Belarus. In the peak years of 1989 to 1991,
annual exports to Belarus averaged 7-10 TWh and 2-3 TWh to Kalingrad. The
economic depression, tensions with former trading partners, and Belarus obtaining
an alternative (and apparently cheaper) connection via Russia have contributed to
the sharp decline in exports.
The Ignalina nuclear facility has received much international attention due to
safety concerns. The plant is composed of two units, originally with a total rated
capacity of 3 GW. For safety reasons, the capacity was derated to 2.5 GW in the
wake of the Chernobyl accident. In 1993 the government chose to sell the
equipment purchased for a planned third unit and to cancel the plans for units 4
and 5. Although of the same design as Chernobyl, the reactors are of the "third
generation" RBMK-technology, with much improved safety feature compared to
the earlier generations and compared to Chernobyl. As Ignalina currently provides
almost 90 per cent of Lithuanian electricity and the country has no significant
energy resources, its operation is the overwhelming determinant of both
Lithuania's and all of the Baltic countries' electricity balance.
Lithuania is under strong international pressure to close Ignalina. Lithuania has
been offered financial compensation from donors for an early close down of the
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plant, including an agreement with the European bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD).
In early September 1999 the Lithuanian government announced that it would
close unit 1 of the Ignalina nuclear power plant by 2005. This is the first time the
government put forward a concrete closure schedule, which is a result of pressure
being exerted by the EU during the pre-accession process. In August, the EU
directorate make a proposal to the Lithuanian government offering £100 million
until 2006, provided firm closure dates of Ignalina were put forward. The
Lithuania government's September announcement did not give a specific closure
date for unit 2. However, Lithuanian Economy Minister suggest at a meeting in
Brussels on 9 September that the second reactor would be closed in 2009,
although a final decision will not be taken until 2004 (ref. PIEE :Power in East
Europe, Financial Time, 17 September 1999).
The nuclear fuel for the two units are purchased from Russia. Russia is the only
country that produces assemblies for RBMK units and no alternative supplier
exists. The estimated cost of fuel supplies is about USD 120 million annually and
appears to be largely financed via a barter agreement with Russia for electricity.
Barter agreements are especially important in that the only domestic purchaser of
Ignalina electricity, LE, is in substantial arrears on payment. In late 1995, a barter
agreement was signed for 4 TWh of power in exchange for fuel with an option for
an additional 1 TWh.
Table A 12: Electricity supply and demand, Lithuania, 1980-98, TWh
1980

1985

1990

1994

1996

1998*

Production

11.7

21.0

28.4

10.1

16.2

17.6

Imports

4.3

5.0

4.5

7.2

4.2

Exports

-4.4

-11.2

-16.5

-6.0

-9.3

Domestic supply

11.6

14.7

16.4

11.2

10.9

Source: IEA, Basic energy statistics of non-OECD countries.
* 1998 figures, World Energy Council Regional Forum , 1999

The thermal capacity is all owned by LE and consists of one major facility,
Electrinai, which alone accounts for one third of Lithuanian electricity capacity.
The remaining thermal capacity is four CHP units associated with district heating
in the larger cities.
Electrenai is composed of eight oil and gas fired units with a total capacity of
1 800 MW, most of them constructed in the 1960s, see Table 9.4 for details. The
facility consists of both pure electricity generation (four 330 MW units) while the
rest (four 150 MW units) are CHP plants. The facilities are old and there are
increasing concerns as to their operational reliability. Probably two of the units
need to be replaced now and the other six in the coming decade. Several of the
local CHP facilities, notably Kaunas, have the same ageing issues.
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The high variable costs of the Electrenai facility compared to the nuclear plant
imply that there currently is only little use of them8. Thus the nuclear share of
electricity generation was 88 per cent in 1993, 79 per cent in 1994 and 87,5 per
cent in 1995 and 1996. Lithuania has the highest percentage of nuclear supplied
energy in the world.
In general the cost of oil and natural gas for thermal energy, including CHP, is a
major burden on Lithuania both in terms of price and the need to pay in foreign
exchange. At times gas supplies from Russia have been cut off or curtailed. The
result is that not only is electricity capacity curtailed at Electrenai but often the
district heating facilities with CHP are run for heat only to minimise fuel use.
Table A 13: Generation Capacity in Lithuania
Units

Total Capacity
(MW)

(MW)

Ignalina
Power Plant

2500

1 x 1250

Electrenai

1800

Fuel

First Year of
Operation

nuclear

1984

1 x 1250

1986

4x150

oil, natural gas

4x300

Vilnius CHP

384

1962 to 1965
1967 to 1972

2x12

fuel oil, natural gas

2x180

1957
1983, 1986

210

1

fuel oil, natural gas

1979 to 1983

Kaunas CHP

190

1

fuel oil, natural gas

1955 to 1958

Klaipeda CHP

11

1

fuel oil

1935 to 1939

Kaunas

101

1

hydro

Kruonis

400

2x200

hydro, pumped storage

TOTAL

5596

Mazeikiai

CHP

1992

Source: IEA, Electricity in European Economies in Transition.

The hydro capacity is primarily pumped storage at Kruonis, which utilises off
peak power from Ignalina. Currently two 200 MW units are operational with a
third under construction and another planned. The facility is useful in providing
peak power. Nevertheless the rationale for the facility would be jeopardised by a
Ignalina closure. Due to the desire to close Ignalina, plans for new capacity have
been more investigated in Lithuania than the other Baltic countries. The World
Bank estimates that the five cities could add as much as 660 MW(e) CHP capacity
to replace existing heat only boilers feeding the district heating networks.
Rehabilitation of the Electrenai facility could add capacity and there is currently a
test programme for burning orimulsion instead of oil or gas.

In the 1980s, thermal capacity was fully utilised along with nuclear.
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Appendix IV: International agreements
and initiatives for
integration
Political co-operation is organised on global, European, regional and multilateral
levels:
• The European Commission - Baltic Energy Taskforce
• Council of the Baltic Sea States - Ministers of Energy
• Nordic Council of Ministers - Ministers of Energy
• The Baltic Assembly
• Baltic Council of Ministers - Committee of Energy

Co-operation in global and EU perspective
The EU has initiated a rapid market opening process. The EU directives
concerning common rules for the internal markets of electricity and gas both aim
at increased competition. The development of the internal electricity and gas
markets will have consequences for other areas of the energy sector as for instance
solid fuel supply and district heating.
All the countries in the Baltic Sea Region signed the UN Framework Convention
on Climate Change (FCCC), committing them to limit greenhouse gas emissions
in the future. The Kyoto Protocol was adopted in December 1997 and sets out
emission reduction targets for industrialised countries including the Russian
Federation and the Baltic States. The Kyoto mechanisms create the possibility for
two parties to fulfil their commitments together (Joint Implementation) by
exchanging emission allowances.
The EU is increasing the importance of the Baltic Sea Region countries. Poland
and the three Baltic States have applied for membership and have entered a
Europe Agreement with the EU. All the Baltic Sea Region Countries have to
relate to decisions and demands taken within the EU. Within the energy sector
these are such decisions as the Directives concerning market opening in the
electricity and gas sectors and the Directive concerning emissions from large
combustion plants.
In 1997, when the EU Commission published the White Paper on Renewable
Sources of Energy and set the goal of doubling the contribution from renewable
sources of energy in year 2010 the restructuring of the energy sector in the Baltic
States was already started. In this process, as it basically shows by some
legislative documents, the Baltic States have considered this step towards
promotion of renewable energy resources.
The Kyoto Protocol puts demands on the countries and opens up for a
globalisation of climate responsibilities and commitments. The current
Development for the whole Baltic Region is concentrated on creating the
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necessary legislative frameworks and to adjust it to the EU regulations as well as
to national and regional interests.

Regional co-operation on high political level
At the meeting in Brussels, by EU Commission invitation to the representatives
for the Baltic Sea States, the Baltic Energy Taskforce (BETF) was founded in
June 1998. The Task Force has concluded a large work in several areas organised
by the Joint Programme. The process has continued from the Ministerial meeting
in Stavanger, December 1998 to the next meeting in Helsinki, October 1999. The
BETF will in 1999 work out recommendation, which would form the basis for the
meeting in Helsinki.
The Ministers of Energy, members of the Council of the Baltic Sea States (CBSS)
and the European Commission met in Helsinki, 24-25 of October 1999, as a final
event of the 16 month's long co-operation of the Baltic Energy Task Force and its
Joint Program, started by the Stavanger Conference. The Ministers and the
Commission welcomed the results of the Joint Programme as a basis for their
discussions and decisions. The Ministers and the Commission concluded the
following:
• Energy market developments, investments and financing
The Baltic Sea Region brings together developed and transitional
economies. The challenge is to implement the deregulation process step by
step to a mutual benefit. It is a task for Governments and administrative
bodies to develop and harmonise the legislation. It is also important to
create new financing instruments suited for i.e. energy efficiency projects
and for small scale CHP production.
• Electricity markets
The electricity network infrastructure is well developed in the main part of
the Baltic Sea Region. There are however technical differences and geographical barriers to be worked on.
The nuclear power plants play an important role in the electricity generation
of some states. The work to develop nuclear safety and to create premises
for the decommissioning of unsafe reactors is one of the most important
fields for co-operation.
The differences in some framework conditions, like the environmental
legislation and regulations, belong to the main obstacles that delay the
development of a common regional market. The electricity markets in the
Region must be based on step by step development towards common rules,
market mechanisms etc, with consideration of the specific national
situations.
The Ministers and the Commission stated that the prerequisites of the
integration in the electricity markets are political co-operation and
institutional agreements, which set the framework for appropriate trade
arrangements. The next step will be to develop harmonised technical
standards and tariff principles, where discriminatory effects of different
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regulation, taxation and environmental aspects are reduced by specific
measures as flexible mechanisms according to the Kyoto Protocol.
The long-term goal is a fully integrated electricity market in the Baltic Sea
Region where the harmonisation of regulations governing energy trading
and environmental requirements are carried out.
• Climate policy, energy efficiency and renewables
Further work should be done with a view to make a decision on a Baltic Sea
Region testing the ground for international co-operation in the use of
flexible mechanisms and to promoting accountable applications. A starting
point for the preparation of implementation plan of some AIJ/JI projects in
the region should be a voluntary participation by the industry and start as
soon as possible. Further work has to be done for capacity building based on
proper and accountable implementation of the Kyoto mechanisms.
The Ministers recommend that the work on energy efficiency will continue
to give priority to proposals on energy efficiency, combined heat and power
production and district heating
By increasing the renewables, the dependency of imported fossil fuels will
be reduced and the security of supply will be improved due to a greater
diversification of energy sources.
For reasons of proper use of resources and possibilities to co-ordinate the cooperation in the Region, the Ministers accepted the idea of integrating the work on
Agenda 21-Energy into the activities of the energy Ministers co-operation. The
work on Agenda 21 for the Baltic Sea Region was initiated at the meeting of
Ministers of Environment of the Baltic Sea States in Saltsjobaden, October 1996.
The Energy sector Report, Baltic 21 - Energy; Sustainable energy development in
the Baltic Sea region, published in June 1998 gives important recommendation to
be followed in the future work.
Finally a group of senior energy officials (GSEO), consisting of representatives of
the CBSS member countries and the EU Commission, is tasked to organise and
steer the activities agreed upon by the Ministers. The GSEO will prepare a
detailed work plan on the basis of conclusions made in Helsinki.

Co-operation within Energy Associations
Co-operation has also been initiated within the Framework of International energy
organisations such as the IEA, the IAEA and the UN Economic Committee for
Europe (ECE). Committee on Energy Research and Technology within IE A
works with general strategies for research and Development and to co-ordinate
allegro number of projects taking steps forward the change of the Energy Supply
System on European level. Within the framework of these international
organisations the Baltic States have signed a number of international agreements
regarding environmental, energy and climate concerns.
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Regional co-operation between energy sector actors
The energy companies in the region have started a co-operation within the
electricity sector with 17 member companies from 11 countries. This organisation
carried out the Baltic Ring Study, which was presented at the Council of the
Baltic Sea States Meeting in Riga in January 1998.
The initial focus on the Baltic Ring Study was on physical interconnections and
investment studies. Several important factors became evident during the work
process and were presented in the Baltic Ring Study, Phase I.
In order to co-operate effectively and to perform dialogue with relevant political
bodies, BALTREL (Baltic Ring Electricity Co-operation) was organised in the
spring of 1998. BALTRELs work is based on a vision of a common electricity
market in the Baltic Sea Region by combining the electricity systems in the
Region.
BALTREL has prepared a Work Programme until end of year 2002. The head
direction for the Programme is that the trade with electricity in the Baltic Sea
Region will develop substantially for the five-year period 1998-2002.
The concusions from the BALTREL work so far are:
• There are major differences in the power industry's organisation, legislation,
environmental requirements. In the short term they will affect how existing
investments are utilised, in the long term they will affect investment and
reinvestment decisions
• Current developments of the electricity sector have provided a new balance
between short-term and long-term company considerations. There is a need
to encourage the long-term goals
• The market opening and the options of future transmission capacity make
obvious the discrepancy between the market price on electricity and the
price for new technology in the generation system. New capacity can enter
the system when the expected price reaches the level of new gas-based
capacity, which is considerably lower than the price level for "alternative
technology" for the Baltic Sea Region
• The growth of the common electricity market in the Baltic Sea Region must
be based on a framework developed in co-operation.
BALTREL have identified following important directions for its Work
Programme:
• common rules for electricity trade
• Joint Implementation and other appropriate environmental projects
• gas and electricity integration
• network capacity development.

Agreements between the three Baltic States
The energy co-operation between the Baltic States has been actively developed
since the date of their independence and has now achieved political and legal
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basis. The Ministers responsible for energy formally proposed the Baltic States
Energy Co-operation in October 1998. The Presidents of the states have in a
common declaration from February 1999 agreed to "a liberal and competitive
Baltic Energy Market". The Baltic Council of Ministers' Energy Committee
signed in April 1999 the Baltic Energy Strategy and the Baltic Assembly decided
in May that the Baltic Council of Ministers should elaborate an action plan for
implementing the Baltic Energy Strategy. This plan should aim to put in place a
suitably integrated power market for the three Baltic States in the beginning of
2001.
Following major agreements and strategies for integration have been prepared by
the Committee:
• An agreement between Ministers of Economy of Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania on Co-operation in Energy sector. The contracting parties of this
agreement are the Ministries of Economy in The three Baltic States. The
agreement proposes a development of common Baltic Energy Strategy and
co-ordination of energy related activities in order to attract investments and
to integrate the Baltic and the European energy systems more easily
• The Baltic Energy Strategy for Baltic Regional Energy Co-operation has
been prepared and approved by the Committee and adopted by the Baltic
assembly in May 1999
• Memorandum on natural gas interconnections with the basic content of
developing a framework for the Nordic Gas Grid Project which gives
conditions for interconnection between Estonia and Finland respectively
Lithuania and Poland.
• Memorandum on Electricity Interconnections and Baltic electricity Market.
This memorandum takes the mutual technical interdependence of the states
electricity systems as a ground for joint investments for further construction
of common interconnections. These interconnections should set a priority to
the integration with the European electricity systems UCTE and NORDEL.
As a precondition of the establishment of common Baltic electricity pool a
harmonised market framework in line with the EU Directive has to be
developed.
• Memorandum of Joint Intention on Common Baltic Power Market. The
variation of the primary energy resources and mixed power generation could
be used more efficiently to optimise power production, reserve pooling,
mutual electricity deliveries, peak load exchange and transmission grid
loads. The development shall be co-ordinated with possible projects of
common interest on energy network interconnections between the Baltic
States and neighbouring countries.

Co-operation between authorities
One of the results of the work with the Agenda 21 for The Baltic Sea Region was
the Baltic 21 document consisting of negotiated summary sector reports, adopted
by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs in the region at the meting of CBSS in June
1998. The Energy sector Report Baltic 21 - Energy, Sustainable Energy
Development in the Baltic Sea Region, was published in June 1998. The report
includes concrete proposals regarding authority co-operation in the region.
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Trade and co-operation between actors in the region is rapidly increasing. The
report proposes an establishment of a permanent co-operation network between
authorities and network operators in the whole region. The aim will be to discuss
regulations and recommend rational solutions of new interconnections as well as
assessing tariff structures, border tariffs, bottlenecks etc. on the basis of both
national and regional conditions.
At the first European Electricity Regulation Forum in Florence in 1997 the EU
Commission took the initiative to ground a network for co-operation between the
Regulatory Authorities initially in EU. This network has developed since to
include representatives from Norway, Poland and the Baltic States.

Co-operation between cities
Increased co-operation between cities regarding efficient utilisation of district
heating networks and CHP generation has been made possible in conditions of
more liberalised power market. One of the actions recommended by the Baltic 21Energy is to secure the continuous development of CHP generation for the whole
region. In this respect the local authorities play a role both as important actors in
the energy market and as parts of the authority co-operation. The Baltic 21Enegry proposes to integrate local authorities in major cities around the Baltic Sea
in a co-operation towards developing electricity and gas markets infrastructure.
This integration could be done nationally or by including representatives of the
city co-operation on energy matters in the network between the regulatory
authorities.
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Appendix V: International Energy
Programmes and Projects
Joint Work Programme for the Energy Co-operation in the Baltic
Sea Region
Representatives of the member countries of the CBSS, the Nordic Council of
Ministers and the Baltic Council of Ministers decided in Stavanger, December
1998 to agree on energy co-operation for the year 1999. Basically their agreement
was to constitute the guidelines for Joint Work Programme as follows:
• The use of renewable energy sources should be increased
• Energy should be produced, converted, transmitted and used in a more
efficient way
• Transition to more environmentally friendly energy sources should be
encouraged
• Development of electricity and gas network in the region should be given
high priority
• Instruments including statistics and incentives should be evaluated
The Ministerial Communique from Stavanger gives directions for the Joint Work
to be undertaken and executed during 1999. Four working groups (WG) of the
Joint Programme were established:
• EU Commission and Estonia to co-chair a WG on Electricity
• Russia and Germany to co-chair a WG on Gas
• Sweden and Lithuania to co-chair a WG on Climate Issues.
On the basis of the core problems as identified by the seminars on electricity, gas
and climate issues, performed by this three WGs, an additional WG will be
formed:
• Denmark and Poland to co-chair a WG on Energy Efficiency with focus on
CHP and DH, technology, financing and legislation.
The administration of each WG is responsibility of the chair.

The Baltic 21-Energy input
The work on Agenda 21 for the Baltic Sea Region was initiated at the meeting of
Ministers of Environment of the Baltic Sea States in Saltsjobaden, Oct. 1996. The
Energy sector Report, Baltic 21 - Energy; Sustainable energy development in the
Baltic Sea region was published in June 1998. The report basically proposes:
• The framework of the authority co-operation should be the responsibility of
CBSS. Specific studies and projects could be financed by voluntary donors
or by an agreed economic framework for enhancing the authority cooperation.
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• Sustainable development. A project group should be formed to work
specifically with incentives for sustainable development e.g. taxes,
standards, subsidies and the harmonisation of such instruments with the
common market of EU.
• Joint implementation. To create a regional carbon fund to support JI
projects, which are concrete and verifiable and in line with the co-ordinated
regional strategy of sustainable development.
• Co-ordination of infrastructure, in particular focusing on electricity and gas
interconnections. According to Baltic 21-Enegry and Baltic Ring Study it is
necessary to establish a permanent co-operation between authorities and
network operators in the whole region. The aim will be to discuss
regulations and recommend solutions to the construction of new
interconnections as well as assessing tariff structures, transparent
conditions, border tariffs etc.
• Co-ordination of Statistical Data and Indicators. The Baltic 21 - Energy
process has shown that there is a need for structuring and harmonisation of
data and indicators concerning energy resources, energy transformation,
emissions, energy use etc. in the whole region. A simple database should be
set up and be accessible for as a broad group of users as possible.

The Phare Programme - the Energy Project
In 1995 the Baltic Council of Ministers asked the EU Phare Programme for
assistance and this assistance was organised in the Energy Project. The General
objective of the Energy Project was to assist the Baltic Conical of Ministers'
Committee of Energy in their work in order to:
• support the activities of the Committee,
• improve the institutional and human resources capacity of the regulatory
institutions,
• propose amendment to the energy administration structure in order to
enhance regional co-operation,
• strengthen the co-operation in the international sphere, especially with the
EU and Baltic Sea Region level
• improve the co-ordination between the Baltic States, the EU commission
and with bilateral and multilateral donors.
From 1997 till 1998 the EU Phare Programme supported the activities of the
Committee. Since 1999 the Programme has been supported by the Danish Energy
Agency which continues the project "Assistance to the Baltic Council of
Ministers' Committee of Energy", assisted by the Danish Energy Management
A/S. To implement the project three Liaison Offices have been established in the
Capitals of the Baltic States. Main achieved results from the Committee work are:
• All the three Liaison Offices have been fully equipped and acted satisfactory
as technical and administrative support to the Committee of Energy.
• Local Research institutes has been involved in the project implementation.
• The identification of potential joint energy projects for the Baltic States
have started.
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• In order to work for implementation of the Baltic Energy Strategy and the
mentioned memorandums signed by the Committee four Working Groups
for Energy Co-operation have been established:
- Energy Strategy
- Energy Regulation
- Energy Efficiency and Saving
- Research and Development.
The Baltic Energy Strategy WG has installed a Task Force to define the precise
nature of the interrelationships of their national power markets. The aim for this
Task Force is to put into place a suitably integrated power market for the three
Baltic States by early 2001. Included in this task is an important transition from
current trading practices, with their roots in the UPS/IPS system, to some new
way of trading. In view of accession of the Baltic States to the EU and
consequently to the EU's single electricity market this new trading will demand a
substantial change in the national power systems towards an integrated Baltic
system.
s

The Swedish Programme for an Environmentally Adapted Energy Systems
(EAES) in the Baltic Region and Eastern Europe
The Programme was initiated by the Swedish National Board for Industrial and Technical
Development (NUTEK) in 1993. The aim was to reduce the emissions of CO2 in the the energy
sector and at the same time improve the energy systems in the Baltic Region and Eastern Europe
through:
• energy efficiency measures
• use of renewable energy resources
The EAES has actually been one of the first state level programmes in the whole world aimed to the
implementation of the requirements in UN FCCC. The main activities of the programme started
already in 1994 and were directed towards implementation of new technology in the Energy sector of
the three Baltic States, Russia and Poland. The activities can be basically described as technology
transfer with the following know-how transfer to the host country and include in practice:
• conversion of coal and oil fired boilers in heating generation plants to local fuel-wood,
in the form of wood chips
• upgrading of the heat distribution networks i.e. reducing the distribution losses in the
district heating system
• improvement of energy efficiency in buildings.
The financial support for this programme was basically to assist the host countries with the lone
arrangements and a very little part should be financed by financial aid without pay-of obligations. The
Swedish State had 330 MSEK up to year 1998 for financial aid and it was used for specific projects in
Russia, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and Poland. The following table shows the financial aid and the
effect in gas emission reductions from the programme projects:
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Table A 1: Summary of results up to 1998 according to the Swedish National Energy
A dm inistration
Estonia

Latvia

Lithuania

The Baltic
States

19

22

9

50

Bio fuel based generation MWh/year

270 000

355 000

195 000

465 000

Reduction distribution losses
MWh/year
Reduction in gas pollution ton/year

28 000

14 500

7 000

49 000

CO2
SO2
Nox

88 500

108 000

72 000

268 500

1320

930

900

3 150

47

54

49

150

80

65

48

193

Project
Number of projects

Total investments in MSEK

The table shows that the investments have resulted in large reductions of gases. A very important
notice is that the largest part of the investments are arranged by favourable loans and the smaller part
by financial aid.
Some very important experience could be made from these projects as for example:
• The first projects from 1993/94 were aimed for conversion from fossil to bio fuel. This
project showed a very short pay-of period due to the high prices for oil after the Baltic
separation from Russia. The projects for upgrading the heat distribution network had a
longer pay-of period of 7 to 10 years, but the investments have as well the result of
prolonging the life cycle of the networks with up to 20 years. The efficiency measures
in buildings have also been shown to be financially feasible. The market value of
buildings with performed efficiency measures has shone a considerable increase.
• A sign that the projects are well paid by the users is that the majority of the projects
have started to repay their loans faster than the agreement of 10 years.
The particular experiences of success so far from this programme are:
• relations of trust and partnership with the host countries was established
• close co-operation between all parties , NUTEK, Swedish and Baltic consultants,
heating plant owners, local municipalities' etc.
• lack of bureaucracy for financing compared to international banks1 procedures
• local decision making through the implementation of specific projects
• high technical awareness within the host country plat staff, some of the technical
solutions implemented in the reconstructed boilers were of surprise even to the donor
country technical experts.
In the present the work situation with EAES Programme will be analysed and practical
calculations on a national baseline construction will be performed. The specific project
evaluations and applications will continue with support of Swedish National Energy
Administration (STEM). For the period of 1998-2004 the Swedish Government has allocated
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350 MSEK for international climate-related energy investments mainly to be implemented
within the continued international climate programme handled by STEM. In the future the
main priority will be directed towards projects that will result in maximum greenhouse gas
reductions.
Finally the EAES Programme is one of the three winning organisations of the 1999 World
Climate Technology Award granted by Climate Technology Institute's for their success in
stimulating the adoption of climate friendly technologies

Programme to create a common Baltic Electricity Market
The latest established project is the World Banks Mission for Creating of a
Common Baltic Electricity Market (CBEM) which is related to the joint EC-Bank
Assistance Programme for EU Accession Candidate Countries and is closely coordinated with DG XVII. The tasks of the mission are to review The Plans of the
Three Baltic Governments Expressed in the Memorandum on Common Baltic
Electricity Market (April 1999) and to determine the role of the Bank in assisting
them in meeting this objective.
The Mission has met with representatives from Governmental and Non
Governmental Organisations, Research Institutes and Sector Companies and as a
result has issued a Draft Memo from 15 October 1999 which gives their primary
concerns regarding the development of CBEM:
• The work is currently driven by national reform strategies in uncoordinated
manner in hope that the three markets can be easily harmonised later as a
CBEM. The Mission's expectation is that it could be serious problems if the
development proceeds along such direction and the development process of
a true CBEM would not likely emerge before the end of the next decade.
Further more the size of each national market is so small that the results
from the reform could be disappointing and may discredit the whole
process.
• Intensive work on unbundling, transmission pricing, definition on eligible
customers, grid conditions, power exchange must be co-ordinated among all
three Baltic States using the Best human resources.
• The current mandate for the DC Baltija and the Research Institutes is weak.
The on going work is well intentioned but the schedule is loose and the
scale of efforts is disproportional to the problem.
• The Political will to create CBEM needs to be reaffirmed at a high level in
the light of recent changes in the Governments of all three countries as the
wide spread perception is that the political commitment is weak.
The suggestions from the Mission give the direction of changing to a higher gear
of steering the work:
• The fist step that is needed is the establishment of a Steering Committee
with a clear mandate. This Steering Committee should develop and agree on
a joint vision for the long-term development. It appears that a joint vision
already exists in the area of EU Accession, but it need to capture the full
benefits of energy trade.
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Ones the vision has been agreed upon, a list of key questions to be answered
should be worked out. Working groups should be established to develop
answers this questions and agree on a time schedule for final decision on
each of the questions. Co-ordination and sectioning are crucial since these
questions are interlinked, i.e. a specific answer to one question will limit the
feasible answers to many other questions
External support to the process should be identified in terms of learning
from other countries' experiences. The EU, The Synergy Programme, the
World Bank, the West European and Scandinavian Governments and actors
operating on the Nord Pool can all provide support
There is a need to reaffirm the political commitment to the BCEM by
adopting and issuing a new declaration that would include details on the
process along this suggested direction and request the above organisations
to provide assistance.
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Böcker och rapporter
List of publications

Energimyndigheten

Statens energimyndighet har publicerat följande utredningar i bokserien (EB)
The Swedish National Energy Administration has published the following books
EB 1:1998
EB 2:1998
EB 3:1998
EB 4:1998
EB 5:1998
EB 7:1998
EB 8:1998
EB 9:1998
EB 10:1998
EB 11:1998

Värmeförsörjning vid långa elavbrott
Miljöanpassade lokala energiplaner. Exempelsamling
Videi piemerotas vietejas energosistemas (på lettiska)
IEA Alternative Motor Fuels. Annual Report 1997
Förutsättningar för biogas från jordbruksgrödor. Slutsatser från Utvecklingsprogram Biogas.
Environmentally-Adapted Local Energy Systems
Miljöanpassad effektiv uppvärmning och elanvändning
Lokala UppvärmningsStrategier (LUS)
Keskkonnasöbralikud piirkondlikud energiasiisteemid (på estniska)
Vietines energetikos sistemos, atitinkancios gamtosaugos reikalavimus (på litauiska)

EB 1:1999
EB 2:1999
EB 3:1999
EB 4:1999

Environmentally-Adapted Local Energy Systems (på ryska, in Russian)
IEA Advanced Motor Fuels. Annual Report 1998
Regler för lokala energisystem. En översikt
Miljöanpassad energieffektiv lokal transport

Statens energimyndighet har publicerat följande utredningar i rapportserien (ER)
The Swedish National Energy Administration has published the following reports
ER 1:1998
ER 2:1998
ER 3:1998
ER 4:1998
ER 5:1998
ER 6:1998
ER 7:1998
ER 8:1998
ER 9:1998
ER 10:1998
ER 11:1998
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER

12:1998
13:1998
14:1998
15:1998
16:1998
17:1998

ER 18:1998
ER 19:1998
ER 20:1998

Råd inför ansökan om stöd från EU-programmet SAVE II
Climate Report 1997
Utvärdering av demonstrationsanläggningar avseende konvertering av direktelvärmda småhus till fjärrvärme
Driftuppföljning av vindkraftverk
Tillförsel av aska och kalk till skogsmark i södra Sverige. Ramprogram askåterföring.
Utveckling av nät- och elhandelspriser 1996-1998
Askor från sameldning av träbränslen med kol, torv och olja - innehåll och egenskaper.
Ramprogram askåterföring.
Fördelning av spårämnen mellan olika askfraktioner från förbränning av trädbränslen.
Ramprogram askåterföring.
Krossaska - Teknik för att omvandla skogsbränsleaska till skogsvitaliseringsmedel.
Ramprogram askåterföring.
Vedaska och kalk - effekter på upptag av näringsämnen och tungmetaller i blåbär.
Ramprogram askåterföring.
Spridning av aska från Falu kraftvärmeverk - Fullskaleförsök 1995-1996.
Ramprogram askåterföring.
Mekanisk bearbetning av bioaskor. Ramprogram askåterföring
Etanolutvecklingsprogrammet 1993-97. Slutrapport
Handbok för ansökningar till Altener
Procurement for Market Transformation for Energy-Efficient Products
Energimyndighetens arbete med omställningen av energisystemet. Första halvåret 1998
Elda pellets direkt i vanliga vedpannor.
Projektrapport från programmet Småskalig förbränning av biobränslen
Miljön och småskalig pelletseldning
Projektrapport från programmet Småskalig förbränning av biobränslen
Analys av dagens bästa teknik för biobränsleeldade pannor mellan 0,5 och 10 MW
Projektrapport från programmet Småskalig förbränning av biobränslen
Analys av dagens bästa teknik för vedeldade villapannor
Projektrapport från programmet Småskalig förbränning av biobränslen
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ER 21:1998 Forsoksrigg for parameterstudier och studier av konstruktionselement i vedeldade villapannor
Projektrapport fran programmet Smaskalig forbranning av biobranslen
ER 22:1998 P-markning av pelletsbrannare - utveckling av ett kvalitetsmarkningssystem
Projektrapport fran programmet Smaskalig forbranning av biobranslen
ER 23:1998 Katalytisk reduktion av emissioner fran smaskalig forbranning av biobransle
Projektrapport fran programmet Smaskalig forbranning av biobranslen
ER 24:1998 Katalytiska metoder for begransning av skadliga utslapp fran forbranning av biobransle
Projektrapport fran programmet Smaskalig forbranning av biobranslen
ER 25:1998 NUTEKs forskningsprogram Smaskalig forbranning av biobranslen. Sammanfattning och utvardering.
Projektrapport fran programmet Smaskalig forbranning av biobranslen
ER 26:1998 Provning av rokgaskanaler till pelletskaminer
Projektrapport fran programmet Smaskalig fbrbranning av biobranslen
ER 27:1998 Partikelstorlekens inverkan pa upplosningen av hardad traaska. -Simulering i laboratorieforsok samt
modellering av kinetiken for upplosningen. Ramprogram askaterforing
ER 28:1998 Kol-98
ER 29:1998 Utvecklingen pa elmarknaden 1998
ER 30:1998 Critical Factors for bioenergy technology implementation. Five case studies of bioenergy markets in the
United States, Sweden and Austria
ER 31:1998 Undantag fran krav pa natkoncession. Uppdrag att foresla regler om undantag fran skyldighet att soka
natkoncession i vissa fall, m.m.
ER 1:1999
ER 2:1999
ER 3:1999
ER 4:1999
ER 5:1999
ER 6:1999
ER 7:1999
ER 8:1999
ER 9:1999
ER 10:1999
ER 11:1999
ER 12:1999
ER 13:1999
ER 14:1999
ER
ER
ER
ER
ER

15:1999
16:1999
17:1999
18:1999
19:1999

ER 20:1999
ER 21:1999
ER 22:1999
ER 23:1999

Ett uthalligt energisystem. Energianvandningsnivaer ar 2050
Programbeskrivning: Termiska processer for elproduktion.
Uppfoljning av stodet for kommunal energiradgivning
Energy Efficiency in Sweden. Analyses based on the ODYSSEE Data Base from the SAVE Project
"Cross-country comparison on energy efficiency indicators"
Programbeskrivning Klimat 21. Ett forsknings- och utvecklingsprogram for effektivare kylmaskiner och
varmepumpar.
Driftuppfbljning av vindkraftverk over 50 kW. Arsrapport 1998.
Eldningstester med olika Pelletskvaliteer
Projektrapport fran programmet Smaskalig forbranning av biobransle
Datorbaserade konstruktionshjalpmedel for miljovanligare biobransleeldade pannor och kaminer
Projektrapport fran programmet Smaskalig forbranning av biobransle
P-markning av pelletskaminer, utveckling av ett kvalitetssystem
Projektrapport fran programmet Smaskalig forbranning av biobransle
Smaskalig fbrbranning av pellets och distribution
Projektrapport fran programmet Smaskalig forbranning av biobransle
Rokgasaterforing till Pelletsbrannare
Projektrapport fran programmet Smaskalig fbrbranning av biobransle
Kvaveoxidemissioner fran mindre biobransleeldade rostpannor - en litteraturstudie
Projektrapport fran programmet Smaskalig forbranning av biobransle
Omvarldsanalys for etanol ur ligningcellulosa. USA-situationen 1998
Eldstadsrummets inverkan pa emissioner fran sma pelletsbrannare
Projektrapport fran programmet Smaskalig forbranning av biobransle
Berakning av CO,-reduktion och specifika kostnader i det energipolitiska omstallnngsprogrammet
Styrmedel avseende CO2-utslapp. Industriella forutsattningar & internationella utblickar
Energimyndighetens arbete med omstallningen av energisystemet
Fornyelsebara energikallor. Icke traditionella aktorer pa den internationella marknaden
Fastbransleeldning - Forslag till kommunal policy for smaskalig eldning med fasta branslen
Projektrapport fran programmet Smaskalig fbrbranning av biobransle
Askans partikelfraktionsfordelning och metallernas beteende vid eldning av Salix i en CFB-panna.
Ramprogram askaterforing
Aterforing av granulerad vedaska - effekter pa avrinningsvatten, markvatten och markkemi.
Ramprogram askaterforing
Granulerad vedaska till skog pa fastmark. Paverkan pa fosfortillgang, mikroorganismer och rumsliga
variationsmonster. Ramprogram askaterforing
Forstudie av varmemarknaden
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ER 24:1999 Utredning angaende erfarenheter av individuell matning av varme och varmvatten i svenska flerbostadshus
ER 25:1999 Future conditions for integration of the Baltic Electricity Supply System

Backer och rapporter om energi utgivna av NUTEK 1996-1997
Books and reports on energy issues published by the
Swedish National Board for Industrial and Technical Development 1996-1997
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1997:29
1997:30
1997:31
1997:36
1997:39

IEA Bioenergy Annual Report 1995
Co-operative Procurement. Market Acceptance for Innovative Energy-Efficient Technologies
Miljoanpassad effektiv uppvarmning. 20° - men hur?
Lagar for lokala energisystem - en oversikt
IEA Alternative Motor Fuels. Annual Report 1995
IEA Bioenergi Annual Report 1996
Environmentally-Adapted Local Energy Systems
IEA Alternative Motor Fuels. Annual Report 1996
Bergskyddad lagring av oljeprodukter och raolja. Fran 30-tal till 90-tal.
Uppfoljning efter 2,5 ar av genomford forsoksverksamhet.
Utvarderingsrapport 7 - Battre energirakningar
Informationsmetoder vid kop av villavarmepumpar
Hushallens krav pa elrakningen och annan energiinfonnation. En sammanfattning av tre delstudier
Marknadsplan tor foreningen Sveriges Energiradgivare
Effektiv kommunikation for en rationellare anvandning av energi
Effekter av askspridning i skogen. Askaterforing till skogsmark
Kartlaggning och syntes av teknik- och logistiksystem. Askaterforing till skogsmark
Karaktarisering och behandling av traaska. Askaterforing till skogsmark
Funktionen Energifbrsorjning. Programplan 1997-2001
Biofuels for Transportation. From R&D to Market
International Evaluation of Swedish Research Projects in the
Field of Short Rotation Forestry for Energy
Aktorsanalys energiteknik. Sammanfattning och slutsatser
Karaktarisering av forgasningsaskor fran skogsbranslen. Ramprogram askaterforing
Biobransleaskors innehall och hardningsegenskaper. Ramprogram askaterforing
Wood ash or dolomite treatment of catchment areas -effects on mercury in runoff water
Sammanfattande utvardering av teknik och logistik vid salixskord.
Effekter av okad biobransleanvandning. En sammanstallning av kunskapslaget
Upptag av tungmetaller i svamp och bar samt forandringar i florans sammansattning efter tillforsel av
aska till skogsmark
Hardade vedaskors upplosning i skogsjord. Ramprogram askaterforing
Kol-96
Internationellt klimatarbete - Ur ett svenskt perspektiv
Informativa energirakningar i Norden.
Sammmanstallning av forsoksprojekt genomforda i Danmark, Finland
Klimatstrategier i OECD-landema - En kartlaggning
Tekniker for blandning av aska. Kartlaggning av projekt i Sverige och till viss del i utlandet
Utvardering av NUTEKs program for effektivare energianvandning. Slutrapport
International Evaluation of the programme on Fluid Bed Combustion and Gasification
Elmarknaderna runt Ostersjon 1996
Aska till skog pa torvmark. Ramprogram Askaterforing
Gas Research Programme in Sweden 1994-1996. Evalution report
Ramprogram Energiskog 1992-1995. Slutrapport genom
"Samordningsprojekt for Ramprogram Energiskog"
Klimatrapport 1997
Storskalig askaterforing - forutsattning och hinder
Aterforing av biobransleaska - fbretagsekonomiska och samhallsekonomiska berakningar
Effekter av biobransleanvandning - med fokus pa saker energiforsorjning
Styrmedlens inverkan pa koldioxidutslappen. Berakningar med MARKAL-MARCO modellen
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Miljoanpassad kommunal energiplanering
- miljokonsekvensbeskrivning av energiplaner och energiprojekt
Effektreserver pa nya elmarknaden - En konsultstudie
Tradbransle
The NUTEK Ethanol Development programme. International Evaluation
Vindenergikartering for sodra Sverige. Lansrapport 1: Gotlands Ian
Vindenergikartering for sodra Sverige. Lansrapport 2: Blekinge Ian
Vindenergikartering for sodra Sverige. Lansrapport 3: Kalmar Ian
Vindenergikartering for sodra Sverige. Lansrapport 4: Hallands Ian
Vindenergikartering for sodra Sverige. Lansrapport 5: Ostergotlands Ian
Vindenergikartering for sodra Sverige. Lansrapport 6: Goteborgs och Bohus Ian
Vindenergikartering for sodra Sverige. Lansrapport 7: Sodermanlands Ian
Vindenergikartering for sodra Sverige. Lansrapport 8: Stockholms Ian
Vindenergikartering for sodra Sverige. Lansrapport 9: Uppsala Ian
Vindenergikartering for sodra Sverige. Lansrapport 10: Jonkopings Ian
Vindenergikartering for sodra Sverige. Lansrapport 11: Skane Ian
Vindenergikartering for sodra Sverige. Lansrapport 12: Skaraborgs Ian
Vindenergikartering for sodra Sverige. Lansrapport 13: Vastmanlands Ian
Vindenergikartering for sodra Sverige. Lansrapport 14: Orebro Ian
Vindenergikartering for sodra Sverige. Lansrapport 15: Alvsborgs Ian
Vindenergikartering for sodra Sverige. Lansrapport 16: Varmlands Ian
Vindenergikartering for sodra Sverige. Lansrapport 17: Gavleborgs Ian
Kemisk stabilitet hos restprodukter fran forbranning av biobranslen
Vedaska och kalk - effekter pa kvavemineralisering och nitrifikation i en skogsjord
Energin, valfarden och jobben
Kol 1997
Climate report 1997
Elmarknaderna runt Ostersj on
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